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April 11, 2016
Ms. Diane Jackson, Chief
Advanced Reactor and Policy Branch
Division of Engineering, Infrastructure, and Advanced Reactors
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop T-6E04
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Nuclear Innovation Alliance Report on Strategies for Advanced Reactor
Licensing

Dear Ms. Jackson,
On behalf of the Nuclear Innovation Alliance (NIA), I respectfully submit for your
consideration the NIA report Enabling Nuclear Innovation: Strategies for Advanced
Reactor Licensing.
Motivated by the urgent need for sustainable, reliable and affordable electricity that
can help reduce carbon emissions, the NIA's recommendations lay out a path
forward for a staged evaluation and licensing process suitable to advanced, nonlight water reactors.
In developing these recommendations, the NIA consulted nuclear innovators, safety
experts, former staff and commissioners of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), members of the financial community, and other nuclear industry
stakeholders. We have also had the benefit of several meetings with NRC staff and
participation in the DOE-NRC Workshop on Advanced Non-Light Water Reactors.
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The NIA's nine regulatory recommendations are to:

• Create a staged review process of advanced reactors to facilitate the
•
•

•
•

commercialization of innovative reactor designs, and to provide clear and
early feedback to investors and developers.
Develop and employ licensing project plans through NRC and industry
cooperation to improve communication, efficiency and project execution.
Adapt the existing light water reactor-centric requirements to address the
unique features of advanced, non-light water reactor technologies.
Develop a plan to implement a technology-inclusive licensing and regulatory
framework based on risk-informed and performance-based principles.
Encourage the continuation of the DOE/NRC Advanced Reactor Licensing
Initiative.

The report also includes discussion of areas that are not directly focused on the
NRC's responsibilities related to the licensing of commercial advanced nuclear
power reactors. We are expecting these areas to be addressed by others, as
appropriate to their responsibilities and expertise.
The organization's three policy recommendations are to:
•

•
•

Revise the NRC's budget structure so that licensees and applicants reimburse
it for activities related to their regulation, with Congress funding other
agency-related activities.
Appropriate funds for the NRC to prepare for advanced reactor licensing.
Continue funding to DOE for competitively awarded grants for early efforts
to license advanced reactor companies.

The four industry recommendations encourage stakeholders to:
•
•
•

•

Coordinate and deliver a consistent message about technology-inclusive
advanced reactor priorities.
Inform the NRC as early as possible of prospective applicants' intent to
request review.
Take a more active role in communicating with the NRC, DOE and other
stakeholders on the challenges and opportunities associated with various
advanced reactor designs.
Pursue the development of codes, standards and conventions for advanced
nuclear power, working with the appropriate research and standards
organizations.
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We intend these recommendations to serve as a foundation for appropriate
deliberation and prioritization and, soon after, decisive action to improve the
regulatory pathway for advanced nuclear energy technologies. This is critically
important work that will enable society to capture the immense future benefits of
advanced nuclear power.
We hope that you find this report useful, and look forward to your response.
If you have any questions, please contact me at 617.733.5458;
ashley@nuclearinnovationalliance.org.

Best regards,

~J:_
Ashley Finan, Ph.D.
Policy Director
Nuclear Innovation Alliance
ashley@nuclearinnovationalliance.org
617.733.5458
Enclosure:
NIA Report Enabling Nuclear Innovation: Strategies for Advanced !j,eactor Licensing

c:
Dr. Jennifer Uhle, NRO, NRC
Mr. Gary Holahan, NRO, NRC
Mr. Michael Mayfield, NRO/DEIAR, NRC
Ms. Deborah Jackson, NRO/DEIAR, NRC
Ms. Jan Mazza, NRO/DEIAR/ARPB, NRC
)/J.r. Francis Akstulewicz, NRO/DNRL, NRC
VNRC Document Control Desk
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

HE

PURPOSE OF

THIS

REPORT

is to propose strategies that facilitate the
efficient, cost-effective, and predictable
licensing of advanced nuclear power plants
in the United States. These are nuclear plants that
would generate clean, safe, sustainable, reliable,
affordable, and proliferation-resistant energy
through the use of innovative technologies, and
that would improve the quality of our lives and
the health of our environment.

In the US and elsewhere, dozens of
innovative start-up companies and other·
stakeholders are pioneering new designs
that promise to lower risk and cost, and
reduce deployment barriers.
Specifically, this report is intended to lay the
foundation for a consultation among stakeholders
that results in a licensing process for advanced
nuclear reactors. Such a process would incorporate
discrete stages for improved project risk management and, where appropriate, risk-informed and
performance-based strategies.
The need for an advanced reactor licensing
process is urgent. The world will double or triple its
energy demand in 30 years, driven by an emerging
middle class in the developing world and the need
to bring electricity to 1.4 billion people who lack
it today. At the same time, many analyses point to
the pressing need, by 2050, to reduce global carbon
emissions by 80% or more if we are to avoid the
worst impacts of climate change. A more rapid expansion of nuclear power, though an essential part

of the solution, faces stiff challenges. Accidents
raise public fears about safety; large cost overruns
and protracted schedules deter investors and
owners; and concern over spent nuclear fuel
disposal and weapons proliferation continues
to block expansion in some parts of the world.
Innovation will be necessary if these challenges
are to be addressed. In the US and elsewhere, dozens
of innovative start-up companies and other stakeholders are pioneering new designs that promise to
lower risk and cost, and reduce deployment barriers .
. But, despite the American talent for developing
advanced nuclear reactor technologies, the transition
from design to commercialization and deployment
-both in the US and globally-has been slow.
Two of the most critical barriers are the lack of a
clear and efficient pathway for a first demonstration
project, and continuing doubt that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) will be able to issue
a license for a non-light water reactor in a time
frame compatible with private-sector needs. These
obstacles must be addressed before we can realize the
benefits ofthe next generation ofnuclear technology.
Many other hurdles exist, including technology
challenges, supply chain limitations, a difficult
market environment, inaction on nuclear waste
management, and restrictions on international
cooperation. In addition, clean air policy must be
updated to recognize the benefits of nuclear power.
Progress on all of these fronts is urgently required.
The analysis here focuses on a key initial
obstacle-a nuclear regulatory process badly in
need of an update. It is important to keep in
mind that addressing this challenge is a necessary
first step; other steps will be required.
Current NRC regulation confronts the licensing
of advanced technologies with two major challenges.
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First, NRC design certification or approval calls
for enormous front-loaded investment during a
protracted development and licensing phasewithout a staged structure to provide applicants
with clear, early feedback on an agreed schedule
and with appropriate finality. Second, current
regulation primarily evolved to oversee light water
technologies; it must be adapted to the features and
performance characteristics of advanced reactors. The
latter rely on substantially different fuels, cooling
systems, and safety strategies, and require novel
operating strategies.
To develop a workable path forward using
staged licensing and an evaluation process suitable
to advanced, non-light water reactors, the Nuclear
Innovation Alliance (NIA) consulted with nuclear
innovators, safety experts, former NRC staff and
Commissioners, members of the financial community, and other nuclear industry stakeholders. The
NIA also examined nuclear reactor licensing systems
in the United Kingdom and Canada, and scrutinized
analogous regulatory systems administered in the
United States by the Federal Aviation Administration and the Food and Drug Administration.
Based on this research and analysis, the NIA
offers the following recommendations:

A. Regulatory Recommendations
1. To structure a staged review of advanced reactors
and support long-range resource planning by
the agency and the applicant, the NRC and
industry should develop and employ guidelines
for a licensing project plan (LPP). The LPP
would be a living document that serves as a
roadmap for the entire process, defining-in
as much detail as possible-project schedules,
testing requirements, deliverables, and NRC
review budgets. The most effective approach
will be for the applicant and the NRC to design
a licensing project plan that establishes milestones corresponding to meaningful stage-gates
along a given project's development pathway
and that take full advantage of the NRC's readiness to review specific aspects of the design. To
provide the foundation for open communication
and effective project management, we recommend that, as soon as a potential applicant
initiates interaction with the NRC, the agency
produce an initial LPP establishing guidelines
that define the working relationship among the
parties. This should help to ensure rapid resolution of conflicts and efficient progress. The
NRC and potential applicants should discuss

the appropriate contents of an LPP during this
initial engagement period, and the LPP should
be built up with additional detail as the project
progresses and it is possible to foresee upcoming
interactions. Much of the responsibility for designing an effective LPP lies with the applicant;
the applicant will need to understand a project's
design, development, deployment, and investment milestones in order to propose corresponding licensing milestones. At the same time,
NRC expectations for the level of design detail
must correspond to the particular milestone,
and be clearly communicated to potential
developers. (See Section IV.A for further detail.)
2. The NRC should promote and applicants
should use topical repons and the standard
design approval as tools to introduce stages into
· the advanced reactor licensing process, while
emphasizing the need to achieve a level of finality that supports staged decision making. These
tools can be employed under current regulations, if the proper staff guidance and policies
are put in place; the proposed licensing project
plan could structure their use. (See Chapter
IV for further detail.)
3. The NRC should develop and employ an optional statement of licensing feasibility process
with time frames and budgets to be agreed
upon in the licensing project plan. This would
permit it to more easily assess whether an applicant's design intent was conceptually aligned
and consistent with established regulatory requirements. Doing so would offer important
benefits: (i) it would standardize a review phase
that, because of its limited cost and duration,
could be used by stakeholders to compare available design options; (ii) it would provide early
feedback to the applicant, allowing timely alterations in approach to better meet regulatory
obligations; and (iii) it would provide useful
structure to pre-application engagement.
(See Section IV.D for further detail.)
Figure ES-1 (p. 4) depicts the elements that
could be used to support the staged licensing of an
advanced reactor, structured by an LPP. This can
be implemented under existing NRC authority;
it would not require an Act of Congress.
4. The Commission and license applicants should
work together to adapt the agency's light water
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FIGURE ES-1

Available Stages for Licensing an Advanced Reactor
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Design
Certification

r----------------------------~

Early Site
Permit

OPTIONAL STEPS

reactor (LWR)-centric requirements so chat they
are better suited to advanced reactors seeking
licenses in the near term, while, wherever
appropriate, increasing the use of risk-informed
and performance-based techniques. For new
technologies, alternative approaches to the exemption process should be considered. Recently,
applicants have used che practice of seeking relief from certain inapplicable or partially applicable requirements. For example, during recent
licensing activities for light water small modular
reactors, applicants experienced increased cost

and slower review due co difficulty in executing
the NRC's exemption processes. Advanced reactor designers from both traditional industrial
organizations and small start-ups are concerned
with the cost and schedule uncertainty associated
with the exemption process (as well as potential
negative perception chat applicants are trying to
avoid stringent safety regulation) . As a result,
they are hesitant to submit applications without
first being assured chat exemption requests will
be meaningfully processed. A means should be
available earlier in the process for the NRC and
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the applicant to reach agreement on alternative
compliance strategies for specific requirements
that are only partially applicable or are not
applicable at all. The LPP would be a natural
place to do this, once the NRC and stakeholders have identified promising approaches. This
will increase efficiency and effectiveness in the
design and regulation of advanced technologies
without sacrificing safety or security. (See
Section IV.A for further detail.)
5. The NRC and DOE should continue to move
forward with the DOE/NRC Advanced Reactor
Licensing Initiative. 1 This will help to establish
and clarify acceptable approaches for creating
the underlying design criteria associated with
these concepts, thereby removing a portion
of the regulatory uncertainty associated with
advanced non-LWRs. (See Section V.A for
further detail.)
6. Given the substantial investments that have
already been made by industry and DOE in
pre-application reports and proposals for advanced reactors (including the Next Generation
Nuclear Plane), and by NRC staff in evaluating
them, the NIA recommends that (i) the NRC
complete its evaluation and the Commission
issue its decisions or opinions at this stage of
the application, and (ii) generic issues raised
by DOE and NRC be resolved through the
issuance of guidance for advanced reactor
applicants. (See Section V.A for further derail.)
7. At the same time chat the NRC pursues the
above initiatives, the NRC should designate
a special technical team to develop a plan to
implement a technology-inclusive licensing
and regulatory framework for advanced reactors
based on risk-informed and performance-based
principles. The technical team should propose
a roadmap for putting the new framework
into practice by 2025, and then be given the
administrative flexibility and resources to
succeed. Because chis framework will not be
ready immediately, it should remain optional
(similar to the Part 52 licensing processes as
an alternative to the Part 50 process)-at least

until it is fully demonstrated. That way, its
development will not delay current projects.
(See Section V.A for further detail.)
8. To provide a clear and achievable regulatory
pathway for developing and deploying advanced
demonstration reactors, the NRC should:
1.
In collaboration with stakeholders, clarify
terminology and resolve discrepancies and
gaps in statutes, regulations, and practice;
ii. Using terminology revised pursuant to (i)
above, clarify responsibility for reviewing
potential applications;
iii. Develop guidelines for advanced reactor
demonstrations to support the review
process; and
1v. Provide or develop guidelines for prototype
plane regulation (as defined in 10 CFR
50.2 and referenced in 10 CFR 50.43(e))
and conversion to commercial operation.
(See Section V.B for further detail.)
9 . The NRC should continue development and
execution of advanced reactor technology
knowledge management and training opportunities for NRC staff. Mid- and upper-level
managers should be included in these programs.
Funding will be needed to support chis.
(See Section V.B for further derail.)

B. Policy Recommendations
1. Congress should revise the NRC's budget structure so that, instead of a 90% fee-based, 10%
public funding model, licensees and applicants
reimburse the NRC for activities related to their
regulation, with Congress funding other agencyrelated activities-including the development
of new regu lations for advanced technologies,
R&D, international programs, and other initiatives not related to a specific licensee. The
nuclear fleet operating today was licensed by
an NRC that had been fully funded by Congress,
before the advent of current fee-recovery rules.
Unlike that earlier generation of reactors, licensing of the APlOOOs now under construction has
been supported by substantial cost-shared funding from DOE. To prepare for the licensing
of advanced reactors, the NRC faces a greater

1. This was most recently described in the following report: US Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, Guidance for Developing
Principal Design Criteria for Advanced (Non-Light Water) Reactors, December, 2014. http:llphi1d11pws.11rc.go11/rlon/M!JJ:i51

Ml l·J353A2i6pdf
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challenge that will require consistent public
funding.
2. Congress should appropriate funds for the
NRC to prepare for advanced reactor licensing,
including but not limited to:
• Development and implementation of strategies to stage and expedite the advanced
reactor licensing process;
Development and implementation of a
risk-informed, performance-based licensing
framework for advanced non-light water
reactors;
• Efforts to prepare the process of licensing
advanced demonstration reactors; and
• Staff training or the hiring of experts.
3. To expand available financial resources for
advanced reactor companies, Congress should
continue to fund DOE to competitively award
grants for early efforts to license advanced reactor companies, including but not limited to:
Pre-application engagement with the NRC;
• Developing a licensing project plan; and
• Applying for a statement of licensing feasibility or similar early-stage design review.
The DOE Gateway for Accelerated Innovation in
Nuclear (GAIN) initiative's small business voucher
program is one possible mechanism for this.

C. Industry Recommendations
Industry has an important role to play as a
constructive participant in all of the above recommendations, but also has primary responsibility
for several actions:

1. Industry stakeholders should cooperate to
deliver a coordinated message to the NRC
regarding technology-inclusive advanced
reactor priorities.
2. Prospective applicants should proactively
address the NRC's need for information about
future projects by informing the agency as early
as possible of their intent to request NRC
review. By capturing this information in regulatory issue summaries, the NRC will have a
stronger basis to support research, as well as
budgetary estimates and requests.
3. Industry should take a more active role in
communicating with the NRC, DOE, and
other stakeholders on the challenges and
opportunities associated with various advanced
·reactor designs, including R&D priorities.
4. Working with appropriate research and standards organizations, industry should pursue
the development of codes, standards, and
conventions for advanced nuclear power.
We intend these recommendations to serve as
a foundation for appropriate deliberation and
prioritization and, soon after, decisive action
to improve the regulatory pathway for advanced
nuclear energy technologies. This is critically
important work that will enable society to capture the immense future benefits of advanced
nuclear power.
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

T

HE

PURPOSE

OF

THIS

REPORT

is to propose strategies that facilitate efficient,
cost-effective, and predictable licensing
of advanced nuclear power plants in the
United States. These are nuclear plants that will
generate clean, safe, sustainable, reliable, affordable,
proliferation-resistant energy through the use of
innovative technologies, and that wi ll improve
the quality of our lives and the health of our
environment-nationally and internationally.
Specifically, this report is intended to lay the
foundation for a dialog among stakeholders that
will result in an improved process for licensing
advanced nuclear reactors. Such a process would
incorporate discrete stages for project risk management and, where appropriate, risk-informed and
performance-based strategies.
The need for such a process is urgent.

A. Nuclear Innovation:
Importance and Potential
The world will double or triple its energy demand
by 2050, driven by an emerging middle class in the
developing world and the need to bring electricity
to 1.4 bi llion people who lack it today. At the same
time, many analyses point to the pressing need, by
2050 , to reduce global carbon emissions by 80% or
more if we are to avo id the direst impacts of climate
change. This will require an enormous transformation
of existing electricity generation capacity. Increasingly,
analytic models projecting future global energy
needs signal an important role for nuclear power,
particularly given its low-carbon emission profile
and its reliability.
But a more rapid expansion of nuclear technology faces stiff challenges. Accidents raise public
fears about safety; large cost overruns and protracted

schedules deter investors and owners; and concern
over spent nuclear fuel disposal and weapons proliferation continues to block expansion in some
pans of the world.

This network is ready to advance a
generation of safer and more affordable
nuclear energy.
Fortunately, nuclear technology is not standing
still. In the US and elsewhere, dozens of innovative
start-up companies and other stakeholders are
pioneering new designs reliant on different fuels
and reactor technologies-designs that emphasize
inherent safety, lower cost, less waste, and reduced
proliferation risk compared with existing reactors.
Among these new approaches are reactors that
(i) instead of being custom built, are centrally manufactured in smaller modules, potentially reducing
both direct costs and financing; (ii) rely on such
coolants as molten salts and gases; (iii) provide
adequate passive cooling, even in the absence of
an external energy supply; (iv) operate at or near
atmospheric pressure, reducing the possibility of
rapid loss of coolant; and (v) consume nuclear
waste as fuel, addressing two problems at once.
Historically, the United States has led the world
in nuclear technology innovation. Decades of
public and private investment created a stro ng network of inventors, engineers, financiers, regulators,
business interests, technologies, and experimental
facilities. This network is ready to advance a generation of safer and more affordable nuclear energy.
But nuclear energy development in the US has
stalled since late in the last century. The primary
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causes include political controversy, market factors,
and project management failures, complicated
by the scale and complexity of existing nuclear
technologies.

1. CHALLENGES UNRELATED
TO NUCLEAR REGULATION

• Market Environment: In the United States,

Nuclear power is a key tool for meeting
global environmental and public health goals.
Today, however, innovative reactor designs
promise to lower risk and cost, and reduce deployment barriers. The challenge is to accelerate that
innovation, while maintaining the important
strategic and economic advantages of continued US
leadership in this area. These advantages include:
• Energy security: reactor designs that use domestically available fuel rely on a secure energy source.
• Price-stable reliable power: nuclear power has
low and predictable operating costs, unlike
fossil fuels (particularly natural gas) and can
operate as a baseload resource; many new
designs are also meant to operate on-demand.
• Domestic economic benefits: in addition to providing price-stable power, the nuclear industry
supports high-paying manufacturing and
technology jobs.
• Influence on global nuclear safety. US involvement
in the global nuclear power industry provides
leverage in helping to set global standards for
nuclear safety.
• Influence on global nuclear security: to maintain
influence in international discussions abo ut
nuclear security and safeguards, the US must
remain at the forefront of nuclear power
technology.
• Sustainability: Nuclear power is a key tool
for meeting global environmental and public
health goals, including decreased emissions
of both greenhouse gasses and conventional
pollutants, reduced land impacts, a smaller
energy consumption footprint, and greater
access to useful energy (particularly electricity).

B. Challenges to Nuclear Innovation
Despite the American talent for developing advanced nuclear energy technologies, the transition
from design to commercialization and deployment,
both in the US and globally, has been slow. Many
hurdles exist, some of which relate to the regulatory
system, while others do not. Although this report
focuses on identifying and mitigating challenges
posed by regulation, it is useful to recognize that
other challenges exist as well.

•

•

•

low energy demand growth and low natural gas
prices joincly contribute to a difficult environment for nuclear power. Power market structure
in many regions also poses an obstacle. For
example, subsidy and dispatch policies that
favor intermittent renewables over more capitalintensive baseload generation lead to operating
losses at existing nuclear plants.
Public Policy: US clean energy policy is supported by tax incentives, renewable portfolio
standards, carbon pricing in some markets and,
most recencly, the renewable incentive provisions
of EPA's Clean Power Plan. In general, political
and public discourse have focused exclusively
on how incentives such as these will advance
renewable resources like solar and wind. The
discussion has not included nuclear energy,
despite the fact that it currencly provides about
two-thirds of America's carbon-free electricity.
Indeed, nuclear energy has the potential to
decarbonize much of the power sector, and
ultimately-through process heat applications
and synthetic fuel production-other sectors
as well.
Inaction on Nuclear Ulaste: Lack of federal action
to create a permanent nuclear waste repository
or to implement an interim solution hampers
nuclear power development in several ways.
It erodes public confidence, creates complex
legacy issues, demands much time and attention from policymakers and industry, and quite
direccly prevents the siting of new nuclear
power plants in certain states.
Technological Challenges: Although most advanced reactors under development are based
on technologies originally tested many years
ago, many also rely on new materials and technologies, or at least ones introduced in the
intervening decades. Either way, these newer
approaches often have not been tested in
nuclear reactor environments. fu a result, some
advanced reactor designs will require lengthy
fuel qualification testing in test reactors, others
may require extensive materials tests or the
development of new materials, and still others
will have to await the refinement of chemical
processes or the creation of new ones. Low
levels of government R&D investment in
advanced reactors and the lack of a fast neutron
test reactor compound these technical challenges.
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•

Supply Chain Limitations: Due to lagging
reactor consrrucrion, rhe nuclear energy supply
chain in rhe US is eroding. As a result, rhe
oprions for procuring many essential components are limired and skilled consrrucrion labor
is in short supply. These issues are nor likely
to be resolved until US nuclear consrrucrion
undergoes a resurgence.

2. CHALLENGES CONTAINING A NUCLEAR
REGULATION COMPONENT

A critical obstacle to financing innovarive nuclear
power technologies is rhat there is no clear pathway
for an initial demonsrrarion project. Ar rhe dawn of
the nuclear power age, demonstration reactors were
heavily supported and often managed by rhe federal
government. It is generally accepred rhat demonstrarion of today's advanced reactors will require
coalitions backed by srrong privare-sector partners.
Even so, government-owned sires and orher public
resources may prove to be indispensable. Eirher
way, rhe demonstration project approach has yer
to be endorsed by key stakeholders-and, even
assuming ir is, rhe private sector and DOE (or
DOD) will have to work out the contracrual
details. By providing a policy, funding, and resting
plarform for qualified nuclear innovators, rhe risk,
cosr, and difficulty of initial demonstrations could
be gready reduced and rhe innovarion process
accelerated.
This demonstration challenge contains rwo
components related to nuclear regulation:
1. It is possible that demonstration reactors could
be built under DOE safety oversight aurhority
or under existing NRC aurhority. In either case,
NRC involvement early in rhe process will be
essential to ensuring a tighr connection berween
the expertise gained from rhe demonsrrarion
phase of a project and rhe rechnical substance of
the commercial license applicarion subsequendy
filed wirh the NRC. If NRC plays rhe primary
role in licensing and regularing a demonstration
project, ir mighr draw on older processes and
pracrices that have nor recendy been used, or
on new ones that are nor currendy well-defined
or well-understood. Eirher way, rhe NRC and
DOE will find ir necessary to further develop
rheir knowledge of advanced rechnology. This
challenge is discussed further in Secrion V.B.
2. W irh no fasr flux resr reactor in the US and
no pracrical and proven parhway for creating a

demonstration reactor here, international partnerships are becoming increasingly valuable.
In some cases, rhe US export control regime
imposes burdens on rhese parmerships, resulting
in delays, added cost, and missed opportunities. NRC involvement in quality assurance
for internarional testing can be important for
larer use of tesr results in the US. There may
be opportunities to smoorh the process for regularing internarional nuclear energy cooperation and to enable greater NRC observation
of internarional work.
3. CHALLENGES PRIMARILY RELATED
TO NUCLEAR REGULATION

Current NRC regularion presents rwo major challenges to rhe licensing of advanced rechnologies.
First, NRC design approval calls for enormous
front-loaded investment during a prorracred development and licensing phase; rhere is no sraged
design approval structure providing applicants
wirh clear, early, and periodic feedback on an
agreed schedule. Second, existing regulation has
been designed primarily for light water rechnologies; ir is nor easily adapted to the features and
performance characteristics of advanced reactors,
which rely on subsrantially different fuels, cooling
sysrems, and safety straregies, and also exhibit
novel operating characrerisrics.
a. Need for a Staged Licensing Process

The development and commercialization of an
advanced nuclear power technology can be a multibillion-dollar investment played out over a decade
or more. New technology investments this large are
besr made in graduared steps; wirh each infusion of
invesrment, some of rhe project risk must be retired
in order to arrracr new investors with a lower risk
apperire. In many industries, the bulk of the risk
lies in the rechnology (e.g., rhat ir might fail to
work), or the marker (e.g., rhar no one will want
to buy the product). Alrhough both of these risks
also are present in nuclear energy, another riskregulatory risk-is seen as particularly inimical to
innovation, because iris so difficulr to predict and
to manage. Ar present, lirrle evidence exisrs thar a
non-light water reactor can be licensed in a time
frame comparible with privare-sector requirements.
That makes ir even more important rhar invesrments
be srepwise- beginning wirh modesr sums and
increasing as risk is reduced. At a time when key
stakeholders are working to berrer adapt nuclear
regularion to rhe needs of technological innovarion,
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FIGURE 1- 1

Desirable Project Risk/Investment Profile Relative to Licensing
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FIGURE 1- 2
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a staged licensing process should at least be an ideal
to strive for. Figure I-1 provides a schematic illustration of chis type of stepwise licensing invesment/
risk profile. The picture today looks more like that
illustrated in Figure I-2.
This state of affairs did not happen by chance.
In the mid-to-late 1980s, the light water reactor
industry and the NRC actually sought to develop,
in 10 CFR Part 52, a licensing process with fewer
stages, but clearer ones. They also sought a process
that would reduce the number of adjudicatory
hearings withour decreasing their useful input.
This process, described in more detail in Appendix
B, is currently in use in the United States at the
V.C. Summer and Vogtle projects.2 The other NRC
licensing approach, which is based on 10 CFR Part
50 and has been in use since the 1970s, is being
applied to the reactivation of W atts Bar Unit 2.
The current system is best suited for applications
that support a completed design and are backed by
a commercial order. Here, the Part 52 process minimizes regulatory risk. Nonetheless, neither the Part
50 nor Part 52 process currently provides for design
review and approval via a clear set of stages, with
strong regulator feedback, during the licensing process-a necessary approach for advanced reactors
with dramatically new designs. Although this is
a barrier to significant private and venture-based
investment, its impact is even broader. For a new
technology to succeed, investments must be made
in many forms by many parties. Entrepreneurs
invest their time and energy in a project that they
believe can succeed; industrial partners direct inkind resources to building partnerships and developing aspects of plant design; potential suppliers
devote resources to capacity building, while creating
new parts for advanced technology; prospective
owners must select sites and develop operations
teams long before the design is licensed; even
prospective employees dedicate their time and
education in preparing to join innovative companies and industries. All of these contributions are
burdened by a regulatory process that does not

promote incremental progress through the
achievement of defined milestones along the
licensing path.
Adjusting the licensing process to establish
distinct review stages, and better aligning these
stages with those typical for the development of
and investment in new technology would facilitate
the commercialization of innovative reactor designs.
Not only would this approach enable the current
crop of innovators to move forward, it would
also encourage more students, entrepreneurs, and
companies to enter the development pipeline.
In this report, we suggest several mechanisms
for achieving this type of staged process. They are
not the ultimate answer, but can serve as starting
points from which the NRC, advanced reactor
developers, and other stakeholders can work to
develop a new, more effective model.

Adjusting the licensing process to establish
distinct review stages would facilitate the
commercialization of innovative reactor
designs.
b. Transition from LWR-centric to Advanced
Reactor Guidelines

Current NRC regulations provide detailed guidelines for license applications for and approval of
light water reactors (LWRs) . Recently, the NRC
offered a way to adapt this to advanced LWRs:
the applicant can ask the NRC to collaboratively
develop a design specific review standard (DSRS)
keyed to its reactor technology. 3 With changes
based on experience, a similar process could be
useful for non-LWR advanced reactors-whether
molten salt, high-temperature gas prismatic,
sodium fast pool-type, or others. However, the task
of developing the necessary inputs for a non-LWR
DSRS would fall heavily on the first applicant, thus
erecting a much higher regulatory barrier than what

2

The Parr 52 process---consisting of a design certification (DC) followed by a combined operating license (COL) for construction and
operation-provides a more predictable regu latory pathway for light water reactors built by large regulated utilities. Ir does so by resolving an issue that arose in the older Parr 50 process. Under I 0 C FR Part 50, a construction permit (CP) was issued before the design was
complete; an operating license (OL) would be issued following construction and non-nuclear testing. However, an OL was nor assu red.
This led to extremely costly delays after construction had been completed . Combining the CP and OL into a COL reduces the risk of
this type of delay, bur adds several requirements at the front end: (i) that a complete design be submitted prior to the start of construction; (ii) that any design changes be carefu lly presented and approved; and (iii) that a lengthy series of inspections and rests confirm
that the plant is being built as designed and will operate as expected.

3

See NRC NUREG 0800 Standard Review Plan-Introduction- Parr 2 Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants: Light-Water Small Modular Reactor Edition. http:l!pbadupws.nrc.gov!docs!Mll320/ML13207A315.pdf
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LWR applicants must currently surmount. 4 Because
the time and cost of completing that process is
unknown, it represents a major barrier to investment in and development of new designs.
Two approaches exist for addressing this
challenge, and they should be pursued in parallel:
i. The NRC can develop and adopt a riskinformed, performance-based regulatory
framework. This would allow for consideration of advanced technology based primarily on risk and performance criteria, rather
than on prescriptive specifications that
must be crafted anew for each technology.
Because entirely new regulatory guidance
will nor be required for each new design
concept, this approach will reduce barriers
to innovation. Although it may rake several
years to implement fully, immediate, meaningful progress is also possible: several key
parts of the advanced reactor safety case
can be rendered more technology neutral by
incorporating risk information or performance-based techniques. Specific examples
include the event selection process, containment requirements, and emergency planning. This work was initiated during rhe
Next Generation Nuclear Plant Project,
with parts pursued via the SMR program.
The NRC could rapidly adopt a performance-based pathway by revising its
policies.
ii. Given the limitations of the risk-informed
framework (e.g., the long lead-rime and rhe
need to develop the framework at the same
rime rhar reactors are under review), some
near-term changes can help to mitigate the
challenges that today's advanced reactor
developers face. For example, government
support of and NRC resource allocation
to development of regulatory guidance for
advanced reactors would help to pave a
pathway for innovation. This work could be
performed via an expansion or extension of
the current DOE/NRC Advanced Reactor
Licensing Initiative. Nonetheless, these
shore-term strategies should nor divert the
NRC or rhe nuclear industry from pursuing
rhe risk-informed framework as well.

4

As we make clear in this report, staging the licensing
process will also help to establish a clear step-wise
pathway for the successful licensing of advanced
designs. This will in turn address a critical investor
concern and facilitate commitment of additional
private capital to advanced nuclear development.

Guide for the Reader
This report consists of ten sections:

Executive Summary
The Executive Summary provides an overview
of key recommendatio ns.

I.

Introduction

The Introduction presents the context, explaining
why advanced nuclear reactors are important, noting critical barriers that they face, and outlining
the key changes required in the licensing process
to enable advanced reactor innovations to reach
the market.

II. Reactor Development and
Deployment Process
This chapter describes how nuclear reactors are
developed and deployed, an essential predicate
to understanding how a project's staged licensing
structure can be coordinated with a more
organized approach to sequential risk reduction.

III. Useful Regulatory Models
and Lessons
This chapter describes several regulatory models,
nuclear and otherwise, that offer useful lessons for
ways in which the advanced nuclear power plant
licensing process may be improved in the United
Stares.

IY. Mechanisms for Staging Advanced
Reactor Licensing
This chapter outlines proposed mechanisms for
introducing discrete stages to rhe licensing process,
as a way to better align with innovation and
deployment.

Although NRC developed a design specific review standard (DSRS) for the NuScale and a partial DSRS for the B&W mPower Smal l
Mod ular LWR, a DSRS for a non-LWR will diverge far more from existing LWR guidance and thus present a far greater challenge.
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Artist's rendition of the Transatomic Power Molten Salt Reactor plant. The Transatomic Power reactor, which is based on technology first
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the 1960's, is walk-away safe and has the potential to run on spent nuclear fuel.

V. Other Potential Improvements in the
Advanced Reactor Licensing Process
This chapter discusses additional improvements
that would help to inspire nuclear innovation, including the development of a risk-informed, performance-based licensing framework and the drafting
of clearer guidelines for the licensing of advanced
reactor demonstration projects.

VIII. Appendix A: Advanced Reactor
Development and Deployment Process
Appendix A describes the advanced reactor development and deployment process, and recommends
the introduction of distinct phases into the commercialization process, reducing program risk and
increasing stakeholder alignment.

IX. Appendix B: Legal Context
VI. Recommendations
This chapter sets forth detailed recommendations
for the development of advanced reactor licensing
strategies that encourage innovation.

VII. Abbreviations
This section provides a guide to the abbreviations
and acronyms used in the report.

Appendix B provides the detailed legal context
for the options explored in this report, as well as
for its recommendations and conclusions.
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CHAPTER

II

REACTOR DEVELOPMENT AND
DEPLOYMENT PROCESS

T

HE

LICENSING

PROCESS

FOR

advanced reactors should not be considered
in a vacuum. The creation of stages in the
licensing process will be most effective
if chose stages are coordinated with logical phases
in the design, development, deployment, and
investment process (the "development process")
for advanced reactors. Even independent of the
licensing process, a more orderly and thoughtful
execution of phases and coordination of stakeholders in the development cycle might serve
to expedite the process.
In simplified form, this chapter lays out a
typical development and deployment timeline for
nuclear power planes, and identifies key stakeholder
groups. More details, including a description of
key stakeholder relationships and a concepcual
layo ut of program phases that help to organize
the process, are provided in Appendix A; a more
detailed description of staged licensing will be presented in Chapter IV. The current chapter provides
context for the entire project development cycle.

The existing design, licensing, and delivery
process for new reactor designs costs too
much and takes far too long.
The existing design, licensing, and delivery
process for new reactor designs and specific reactor
projects costs too much and takes far too long.
To help the reader fully appreciate the complexity
and interrelationships of the major phases and types
of stakeholders, Figure 11-1 graphically illustrates
the current development and deployment pathway

for an advanced light water reactor (ALWR). This
figure reflects a composite of the various major
activities that must be completed to bring a firstof-a-kind (FOAK) project from the pre-concepcual
stage to full operation. The stakeholder groups
include investors, designers, regulators, builders,
operators, owners, and the public, and were chosen
to represent the typical (and broad) range of insticutions that participate in a FOAK program. Each
has a distinct set of interests, including insticutional
motivation, risk tolerance, and time frame.
The stakeholders' primary involvement includes
some or all of the following activities:
• Finance,
• Design,
• Licensing,
• Construction,
• Plane Testing,
• Owner Operations
• Public Participation
The activities and sub-activities in Figure 11-1
reflect current practices and expectations of the
licensing process spelled out in 10 CFR Parr 52.
Based on accual experience with current ALWR
designs (using averages derived from public data),
it would take more than 25 years to complete the
full set of sub-activities listed here. One reason for
the lengthy development timeline is that initial
NRC reviews take a long time, often reach widely
varying conclusions, and require applicants to
prepare extensive responses to agency comments.
Delays have also arisen from unsteady funding,
poor design execution and integration, limited
pre-application engagement with the NRC, failure
to incorporate construction methods into design,
failure of the owner to adequately prepare for

FIGURE 11-1
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operation, and protracted intervention proceedings.
Indeed, the historical evidence suggests that, at
one time or another, each of the stakeholders has
negatively affected the development process. Lack
of alignment on major points of decision can create
a nearly continuous series of unanticipated or
poorly timed results, leading to delays and cost
overruns.
Regulatory experience shows that the need ro
establish a clear system of phasing and integrate it
with discrete risk reduction applies not only to the
regulatory process, but, analogously, to all stake-

holders. That is, each party would benefit from a
more organized development approach. Concrete
phases with defined outcomes will enable stakeholders to more easily make rational long-term
commitments to the program. This in turn could
lead to faster commercialization and thus nearerterm deployment of technologies that address the
global need for clean, reliable energy. Preliminary
recommendations for introducing distinct phases
into the commercialization process, reducing program risk, and increasing stakeholder alignment
are detailed in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER

Ill

USEFUL REGULATORY MODELS
AND OBSERVATIONS

S

AFETY

EVALUATIONS

OF

advanced (non-light water) reactors are
not a wholly new undertaking. The NRC
and its predecessors have evaluated and
even approved non-light water reactors, some of
which were built and operated in the United States
in the early days of nuclear power. A number of
observations can be made about those efforts.
Similarly, guidance can be drawn from other
regulatory authorities, both nuclear and non-nuclear.
This chapter n looks to the US Atomic Energy
Commission, the NRC, the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission (CNSC), the United Kingdom's Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR), the
US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) fo r
best practices and strategies chat point to desirable
adj ustments in the NRC's processes, as well as
changes to avoid .

erable precedent from the AEC era supports the
licensing of non-light water reactors, although its
current applicabi lity may be limited. Scill, a few
precedents pose-dace che creation of che NRC
and remain useful.
Key points that we take from this early
experience include:
•

The NRC and its predecessor have in the
past reviewed advanced reactors, assigning
dedicated teams to examine particular
designs. Such a team may be the most
effective way to develop a strategy to improve
the review process for all advanced designs
and to implement a more risk-Informed
process.
Further examination of the computer codes
and other sources of knowledge that support
past advanced reactor evaluations may assist
the NRC in preparing to evaluate current

A. Historical Practices at the NRC
and the AEC
The United Scates has a long history of licensing
a range of reactor types. Primary responsibility originally resided with the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC), as authorized by the Aromic Energy Act
of 1954 (AEA). The Energy Reorganization Act
of 1974 (ERA) divided the duties of the AEC
between the NRC and the Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA). ERDAwhich in 1977 merged with another agency co
become the DOE-was given authority over nuclear research, testing, and development. The NRC,
on the ocher hand, rook charge of licensing and
regulating commercial reacror development, including prototype and demonstration reactors. Consid-

advanced reactors.
Knowledge transfer from NRC staff Involved
In these early reviews should receive high
priority.
1 . EARLY AEC PRACTICES

With construction scarring in 1949 and power
production following in 1951, the experimental
breeder reactor (EBR)-1 in the United States ushered in the non-military era of nuclear development
worldwide. US government policy was highly
supportive of nuclear energy development, and the
Cooperative Power Reactor Demonstration Program
backed che development and demonstration of
advanced reacror concepts for nearly two decades.
During chis period, a wide range of reactors was
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developed and built, including many non-LWR
reactor types. 5 Numerous one-of-a-kind research
and rest reactors were licensed and constructed, including those that generated electricity, produ ced
isotopes, and powered space missions.
To support these programs, the Atomic Energy
Act provided the AEC with licensing authority. A
more complete discussion of the legal powers granted
to rhe AEC and NRC is provided in Appendix B.
The practice during this period was to issue
construction permits (CPs) following mandatory
hearings, and then operating licenses (OLs), after
the resolution of any issues raised in discretionary
public hearings requested by third parties. For the
earliest reactors, expert judgment was the primary
method of evaluation. As time went on, more
focused regulations were issued, based on prior
experience in licensing, building, and operating
the early reactors. At both the CP and OL stages,
it was common for the AEC or NRC to attach
conditions to a permit or license, and require the
developer to meet those conditions by certain
construction or operation milestones. The Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) would conduct
the hearings mandated prior to issuance of the CP.
The ASLB would conduct a second hearing at the
OL stage as well, bur only if ir had been requested
by a person or entity whose interests might be
affected by rhe operating license. Prior to issuance
of the CP and OL, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) also would conduct
an independent review of rhe permit and license
applications, then provide an opinion to the Commissio n. On this foundation , the Commission
would grant or deny a license. Many of these plants
were licensed under §104(b) of the Atomic Energy
Act, which set the review standards for research and
demonstration reactors. There, the Commission
followed the statutory directive that it impose "the
minimum amount of such regulations and terms
of license as will permit [it] to fulfill its obligations
under" the AEA.
The non-light water reactors licensed and
operated under the AEC included:
• Peach Bottom I, a 40-MWe High-Temperature

•
•
•

•

Gas Reactor (HTGR) (OL issued in 1967);
Fort Sr. Vrain, a 350-MWe HTGR (OL issued
in 1973);
Hallam Nuclear Generating Station, a 75 -MWe
Sodium Graphite Reactor (OL issued in 1963);
Fermi I Nuclear Power Plant, a 69-MWe
Sodium-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor
(OL issued in 1963); and
Piqua Nuclear Power Facility, a 12.5-MWe
Organically-Cooled and Moderated Reactor
(OL issued in 1963). 6

In some cases, provisional licenses were granted
to first-of-a-kind demonstration plants.7 Once the
demonstration period was deemed complete, the
provisional licenses would be converted to regular
§ 103 operating licenses and regulated under the
usual provisions applicable to all commercial reactors.
Until this practice was stopped in the late 1960s,
the AEC awarded provisional operating licenses
to numerous electricity-generating reactors. 8
From 1960-1970, as LWR experience grew,
the regulatory framework was greatly expanded
and refined . Late in the decade, the AEC began
to develop and issue general design criteria (GDC).
All of this activity reflected the needs of a growing
LWR-centric industry, as well as an agency that
required more stable and structured regulatory
standards.
2.

POST-ERA DOE AND NRC NON-LWR PRACTICES

Enacted in 1974, rhe ERA spli r the AEC in to
two parts in order to address several issues, among
them co ncern about lack of regulatory independence, need for greater disclosure of safety issues,
and desire to separate the AEC's promotional and
oversight functions. Formed soon after, the NRC
was given licensing authority for commercial, industrial, and medical nuclear facilities, as well as for
some that were research-related. The promotional
activities of the AEC were transferred to the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA).
One of the programs that the AEC and ERDA
promoted involved the fast breeder reactor. The
fast breeder program was the NRC's principal non-

5

Flanagan, G. F. "Previous Experience ' Licensing/Authorizing' Non-LWRs in che US-How le Was Done and Who Did What"
September 2015. http:llpbadupws.nrc.govldocs/MLI 524/MLI 5245A643.pdf

6

Ibid.

7

Plants that initially operated under provisional licenses include Haddam Neck, Oyster Creek, Palisades, Ginna, Maine Yankee,
and Indian Point.

8

See 10 CFR 50.57 footnote 1.
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LWR licensing-related initiative in the early 1980s.
In 1983, after review, the NRC granted rhe Clinch
River breeder reactor a limited work authorization.
But this did not lead to a construction permit.
Instead, for reasons of cost and need, Congress
canceled the project in 1983. 9
By the mid-1980s, interest in the development
of new reactor technology was growing. Several advanced LWR and non-LWR designs had progressed
to the point that the NRC was accepting for review
and comment preliminary design information
documents. Although not so formal that it could
result in a license, the process was extensive. Five
non-LWR designs underwent this type of review,
with the NRC issuing draft preliminary safety
evaluation reports (SERs) for three of them.
These were:
• Sodium Advanced Fast Reactor Liquid Metal
Reactor (LMR) (3600 MWc) (NUREG-1369),
• GE-Hitachi PRISM Liquid Metal Reactor
(LMR) (350 MWc) (NUREG-1368), and
Modular High Temperature Gas Reactor
(HTGR) (47 1 MWt) (NUREG-1338).
Each of these preliminary SERs provided developers with valuable feedback on the licensability of
a given reactor design-as well as on the need for
additional design, analysis, resting, and research
before final design documents were considered
substantially complete and ready for agency review.
Although not binding on the NRC today, these
agency reports (NUREGs) continue to serve as
important reference points for developers of each
of these technologies.
The reviews also identified a number of policy
issues important to the licensing of advanced
non-LWR reactors, and they proposed courses of
action to address several specialized issues that these
advanced reactor designs presented. 10 Although
more recent pre-application programs-NGNP
and NuScale-have succeeded in advancing the
discussion, most of the policy issues from chat
earlier era remain. 11 These include licensing basis
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The Xe-100 nuclear reactor, being developed by X-energy, is a modular pebble
bed high temperature gas reactor that uses helium coolant.

event selection criteria, use of mechanistic source
terms, function al containment performance, and
emergency preparedness. Resolving those issues
wou ld assist in reducing the uncertainties chat
surround the licensing of advanced reactors.

B. UK Office of Nuclear Regulation and
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
The NRC in the United States, the United Kingdom Office of Nuclear Regulation (ONR), and
the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)

9 Flanagan, G . F. "Previous Experience 'Licensing/Authorizing' Non-LWRs in the US-How It Was Done and Who Did What"
September 2015. http://pbadupws. nrc.govldocs/MLJ 524/MLJ 5245A643.pdf
I 0 SECY-93-092, "Issues Pertai ning to the Advanced Reactor (PRI SM , MHTG R, and PIUS) and CAN DU 3 Designs and their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requ irements," gui ded subsequ ent activi ties by providing specific guidance to N RC staff and useful feedback
to advanced reactor developers. Today, many of the issues have been highlighted again, driven by continuing in dustry and DOE interest
in advanced reactor development. See general ly, PBM R, Toshiba 4S, GNP, DOE, and generic and specific SMR work advanced by
N E!, NuScale, and B&W/Generation mPower. See also SECY-10-034, "Potential Policy, Licensing, and Key Technical Issues for Small
Modulas Nucleas Reactor Designs."
11 SECY-015-0077: "Options for Emergency Prepasedness for Small Modular Reactors and other N ew Technologies." http://pbadupws.nrc.

gov/docs/MU 503/MLJ 5037Al 76.pdf
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have a great deal in common. They share similar
missions and principles, for instance. But they also
differ in key respects, several of which offer useful
examples of alternative ways to regulate nuclear
technologies, while maintaining high safety standards.
Here, we will highlight differences in (i) pre-licensing
design review, (ii) cost control, (iii) prescriptive
regulations, and (iv) public participation.

Staged approaches allow the regulator to
provide key licensability information to reactor
design vendors earlier in the licensing process.
Key points from the UK ONR and the CNSC
include:
•

Pre-licensing design reviews in the UK and
Canada are more structured than In the US,
and offer useful formal feedback based on
earlier-stage design. Although positive findings
in the UK's generic design assessment and
vendor design review are necessarily provisional (they await further design detail, confirmatory analysis, and a full license application), this early feedback is of significant
assistance to developers.

•

Canada 's vendor design review offers a promising model for an optional NRC "statement
of licensing feasibility" that could emerge
from structured pre-license application interactions between NRC staff and developers.

•

The UK's generic design assessment provides
for a staged process that could be Instructive
In developing a similar approach for the
NRC's licensing process.

•

The UK will enter into a limitation of I/ability
agreement during pre-licensing review that
provides the vendor with certainty about its
expenses. The NRC could take similar steps to
increase transparency and cost-effectiveness.

•

The UK ONR has adopted a goal-setting
approach to regulation that is less prescriptive
than the NRC's framework. This provides a
greater measure of flexibility to potential
advanced reactor applicants-for example,
by encouraging more innovative engineering
techniques. It may be possible for the NRC

to develop risk-Informed or performance-based
regulations for certain key areas integral to
the licensing of advanced reactors. The design
basis event selection process Is one such

area that would benefit from this approach.

1. PRE-LICENSING DESIGN REVIEW

All three regulatory regimes offer formal pre-licensing
reviews of reactor designs. The key difference among
them, however, is that both the UK and Canadian
pre-licensing reviews are structured and staged,
whereas the NRC's is not. The Canadian Vendor
Design Review (VDR) Program and the UK's
Generic Design Assessment (GOA) Program consist of distinct phases or steps. At the end of each
one, the regulator issues a public report stating
whether the reactor design has met the requirements
for that phase or step. If not, the design cannot
proceed to the next one. These staged approaches
allow the regulator to provide key licensability
information to reactor design vendors earlier in
the licensing process than is currently possible
with the NRC.
In the US, the NRC's policy is to encourage
early discussions with potential applicants, such
as utilities and reactor designers. This helps to develop the agency's understanding of the technology,
and to identify and resolve potential licensing issues.
These discussions are conducted prior to the submission of a license application. Typically, the
entity seeking to build a new reactor will meet
with NRC staff to present technical details of the
proposed design, as well as an overall schedule and
plan. Then, agency staff will request that the entity
provide a list of topical and technical reports on
pertinent areas (e.g., quality assurance program
description, design overview, and core nuclear
design). These help to prepare the staff for the
expected application submittal. They also are
considered in scheduling staff resources.
Although the pre-license application process
can be beneficial to the NRC and to the parties, it
does not result in any formal statement from the
NRC on the expected licensability of the proposed
design.
The step-wise pre-licensing design review
processes in Canada and the UK provide earlier
opportunities for reactor vendors to demonstrate
to their investors and potential investors that
the reactor design technology will be licensable.
This increases the likelihood of continued an d
perhaps greater investor funding of advanced reactor designs. A step-wise process will also increase
assurances to investors that a reactor project is
more likely to be constructed, particularly in
light of the lengthy licensing processes developers
face in all three nations.

STRATEGIES FOR ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING

a. CNSC Vendor Design Review

CNSC offers reactor vendors rhe opporruniry co
participate in a pre-licensing vendor design review
(VDR). The process is oprional. Secrion 2l(l)(a)
of Canada's Nuclear Safery and Conrrol Acr (NSCA)
gives CNSC rhe aurhoriry co "enrer into arrangemenrs, including an arrangemenr ro provide rraining, wirh any person, any departmenr or agency
of rhe Governmenr of Canada or of a province,
any regularory agency or deparrmenr of a foreign
government or any inrernario nal agency" in order
ro achieve irs objecrives. Under rhis aurhoriry, ar
rhe requesr of a reactor design vendor and wirh a
signed service agreemenr idenrifying a fixed scope
of work, rhe CNSC will undertake a pre-licensing
review of a vendor's reacror design. This process is
described in CNSC guidance documenr GD-385,
Pre-licensing Review of a Vendor's Reacror Design
(May 2012). 12
As an oprion, bur nor a licensing prerequisite,
VDR serves as a rool co mirigare risk. Irs primary
purpose is ro ap prise rhe vendor of rhe overall acceprabiliry of rhe reactor design . This srandardized
process evaluares whether fundamenral barriers
could prevenr licensing of the design in Canada.
Ir is available when the vendor's conceptual design
is essenrially complete and rhe basic engineering
program has begun. VDR protects proprietary
information, while providing data ro the public
through an executive summary.
This review allows for early identificatio n and
resolution of potential regularory or technical issues
arising in the design process, parricularly issues that
could result in significanr changes ro the design or
safery case. Because it enables vendors and utilities
to communicate, identify, and address regularory
issues sufficiently early co minimize delays in licensing
and faciliry construction, a VDR produces license
applications of higher qual iry. Ir also facilitates
vendor-initiated discussions with potential licensees
inrerested in the vendor's technology and with
potenrial investors seeking greater ass urance that
the technology works. If a VDR finds that the
design is not viable, this early determination
saves the parries from needless developmenr
and licensing expense.
A VDR can begin once a vendor has made
reasonable progress in preliminary design engineering. This means rhat rhe basic architecture of important safery systems conforms ro the vendor's reacror

Terrestrial Energy has announced that it is submitting
its Integral Molten Salt Reactor (IMSR) design to the
CNSC for Phase I of its Vendor Design Review.

design guides and requiremenrs. At this time, the
following should be nearing completion:
• Design guides that describe design philosophies,
safery philosophies, and rules that designers
must follow when performing their work,
including safery requiremenrs (e.g., applicable
codes and standards);
Design requirements for important safery
systems that establish, among other things,
minimum performance requirements and
reliabili ry targets;
• The vendor's overall management system as
it applies ro the design of the proposed plant's
(o r small reactor's) structures, systems, and
components; and

12 "Pre-licens ing Review of a Vendor's Reactor Design" (GD-385). CNSC. May 2012. http:llnuclearsafety.gc.calpubs_cata/,ogueluploads/May2012-GD-385-Pre-licensing-Review-ofa- Vendors-Reactor-Design _e.pdf
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TerraPower explores the features and performance characteristics of the fuel and fuel assemblies for their sodium-cooled
reactor in their Bellevue, WA based laboratory.

Design and safety analysis that approaches the
level of information needed for a preliminary
safety analysis report.
The outcome of the VDR process is not a detailed
review nor does it involve certification of the entire
design. Rather, it consists of a broad sample of key
topics related to safety. The CNSC performs far
more detai led design scrutiny when it reviews the
license application for a specific site. Nevertheless,
VDR results can inform licensing activities. Assuming that the vendor shares results with the interested
utility, the latter can shape its own licensing submissions by drawing on information obtained
from the VDR process.
The VDR pre-licensing process is accomplished
in three phases of increasing levels of review, as
fo llows.

Phase I-Compliance with Regulatory Req uirements. Requiring approximately 5,000 hours of
CNSC staff time over the course of a year, th is
phase addresses whether the vendor design intent
demonstrates an understanding of Canadian requirements. Nineteen focus areas can be examined, and
the applicant chooses which focus areas to submit
for review. A vendor can initiate a Phase I review
once the conceptual design is complete, and the

preliminary engineering program is either at an
advanced stage or has been completed.
CNSC will provide the vendor with a Phase I
summary report containing findings for each review
focus area and the bases for those findings . For
all focus areas successfully completing the review
process, CNSC issues the following statement:
Canadian Nuclear Safety Comm ission staff has
completed a Phase I pre-licensing review of a
vendor's reactor design for the [vendor/reactor
design]. In the following key areas, CNSC
staff has determined that the design intent is
compliant with the CNSC regulatory requirements and meets the expectations for new
nuclear power plant [small reactor] designs
in Canada: [list of review focus areas].
CNSC will also identify any focus area in which
the vendor must complete additional work in
order to demonstrate its intent to meet applicable
requirements.
CNSC treats the Phase 1 report as commercially sensitive information and thus does not
disclose it to the public. However, CNSC also
posts an executive summary on its public web site,
commu nicating, in general terms, the results of
the review.

STRATEGIES FOR ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING

Phase 2-Pre-licensing Assessment. This phase
requires approxi marely 10,000 hours of CNSC
sraff rime and rakes roughly eighreen months to
two years ro perform. A vendor can iniriare a Phase
2 review once rhe design's preliminary engineering
program is eirher well under way or complere.
Phase 2 follows up on issues identified in Phase l ,
while assessing rhe design for fundamenral barriers
ro licensing. In orher words, Phase 2 examines
wherher rhe vendor is addressing Canadian design
and safery analysis requirements for specific design
aspecrs. The Phase 2 review also uses rhe 19 review
focus areas, bur ir requires more derailed informarion for each focus area so sraff can assess wherher
rhe reacror design and supporting analyses meer
Phase 2 objecrives. The resulrs of a Phase 2 review
assisr rhe vendor's development of a preliminary
safery analysis report, which in rum provides supporr
for a sire-specific consrrucrion license applicarion.
CNSC will prepare a Phase 2 summary similar
to rhe Phase 1 summary, wirh findings for each
review focus area and rhe bases for rhose findings.
CNSC issues rhe following srarement for all
complianr focus areas:

is underway, rhe vendor may iniriare rhe Phase 3
process. This generally begins once rhe vendor is
supporring an entiry (e.g., a uriliry) rhar is preparing an applicarion for a consrrucrion license.
Phase 3 allows rhe vendor ro follow up directly wirh
CNSC in grearer derail on one or more areas covered in Phase 1 or 2. The Phase 3 goal is ro obtain
rhorough review of selecred topics to avo id detailed
CNSC re-assessment of rhose areas during consrrucrion license review.
CNSC will deliver to rhe vendor a Phase 3
su mmary reporr ar rhe end of rhe Phase 3 review
period. The report will contain eirher a summary of
rhe discussions or any addirional findings for each
focus area, along wirh rhe bases for rhose findings.
As with the first two phases, rhe Phase 3 report is
treated as commercially sensirive, but, again, CSNC
posrs a non-confidential execurive summary on
its web site.

The GDA process is intended to give the
operator of a new nuclear plant a clear signal
through a staged process.

Canadian Nuclear Safery Commission sraff
has complered a Phase 2 pre-licensing review
of a vendor's reacror design for [vendo rlreacror
design]. This review provides a furrher level of
assurance rhar [vendor] has raken inro account
regularory requirements and expecrarions.
Based on rhe Phase 2 review, CNSC sraff concludes rhar rhere are no fundamental barriers
ro licensing rhe [design] design in Canada.
CNSC will also issue a sraremenr identifying any
focus area in which rhe vendor musr complere
addirional work in order ro demonsrrare irs intent
ro meer applicable requirements:
This srarement is subjecr to rhe successful complerion of [vendor/ reactorJ's planned acriviries,
in particular rhose relared to: [lisr of review
focus areas].
As wirh rhe Phase 1 report, CNSC does nor
disclose to rhe public rhe contents of rhe Phase 2
reporr, bur does posr a non-confidenrial execurive
summary on irs web sire.

Phase 3-Pre-construction Follow-Up. Once
Phases 1 and 2 are complere, and irs derailed
engineering program for non-sire-specific design

b. UK Generic Design Acceptance

Under rhe licensing regime in rhe United Kingdom,
ir is anticipated that new nuclear power plant
projects will be based on a design acceprance
confi rmation (OAC) obtained through the UK's
generic design assessment (GOA) process. There,
rhe Office of Nuclear Regularion (ONR) assesses
the safery case for rhe generic des ign of a specific
reactor. The GOA process is intended to give the
operator of a new nuclear plant a clear signalrhrough a sraged process-of whether the new reactor design would, in principle, meer regulatory requirements if a license were sought based on rhar
design. Because of the advantages afforded to borh
reactor vendors and new reactor developers, ONR
believes that new nuclear power srarions in rhe
UK will be based on a reactor design that has
undergone a GOA. A GOA does nor replace rhe
site-specific licensing process, but ir is expecred to
make a significant contriburion ro ONR's assessment of the license applicant's safery case.
As wirh mosr government agencies, ONR
has limited resources. Obraining a spor in rhe
ONR review queue can be challenging for reacror
developers, contributing to the uncerrainry of
cost and schedule.
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The GDA process is carried out in four steps,
with the assessment becoming more detailed with
each step. ONR publishes an update at the end of
each step, highlighting any concerns or cechnical
issues that have been raised. In addition, the Environment Agency conducts both preliminary and
derailed assessments, followed by a consulcation.
The GDA process is intended ro offer a number
of advantages over the exiscing approach, including
(i) early involvement with reactor designers so that
design changes can be addressed prior co construccion; (ii) a scaged process that allows ONR to
identify key design issues early on, thus reducing
a developer's financial and regulatory exposure;
(iii) the separation of design issues from site issues;
(iv) a level of transparency that allows the public
co view detailed design information on a websice
and submic comments; and (v) regular feedback
on how the agency's assessments are progressing.
After the reactor vendor has prepared the design, safety case, and security submissions (Step 1),
the next three steps in the GDA process, ONR
estimates, collectively take about 48 months. The
breakdown is as follows: approximately 6-8
months for fundamental design, safety case, and
security claims overview (Step 2); an additional 12
months for overall design, safety case, and security
argumencs review (Seep 3); and an addicional
28 months for che detailed design , safety case, and
security evidence assessmenc (Seep 4). After ONR
has completed its assessmencs, additional seeps may
be required if one or more issues remain unresolved.
If ONR is satisfied wich che submissions, ic will
publicly disclose after each seep any fundamencal
safety or security concerns that might thwart che
issuance of a DAC, or chat might prevenc the design
from proceeding co che next step. For a recent
example of a smoothly advancing process, which
involved ONR review of Hitachi-GE's UK advanced
boiling water reactor (ABWR) design , the agency
issued che following announcement ac che completion of Seep 3: "ONR has concluded chac sufficienc
progress has been made by Hitachi-GE co move
in co the final assessment stage, which Hitachi-GE
expects co be complete in December 2017." 13
The GDA process leads co generic (i.e., not
site-specific) Pre-Construction Safety and Security
Reports. Afcer Seep 4, it resulcs in one of three
pocencial outcomes: provision of a DAC, provision
of an interim DAC idencifying oucscanding generic

design acceptance issues, or provision of no DAC.
A DAC issued by ONR is effeccive for a period of
up co 10 years, absenc significanc new information
undermining its issuance. A DAC implies chat
ONR is confident chat the generic design is capable
of being built and operated in a safe and secure
manner on a sice bounded by che generic site envelope. Ic follows thac ONR gives weight co che
DAC when assessing che adequacy of an applicant's
request co construct and operate a nuclear reactor
on a specific site. (Naturally, che reactor proposal
icself would be subject co more specific assessmenc,
as well as licensing.)
ONR will auchorize an incerim DAC if ic is
generally sacisfied with the generic safety and security aspects of che submissions, even if certain issues
remai n. When additional informacion submissions
are filed co resolve chose issues, ONR will approve a
full DAC. On che ocher hand, if ONR finds a significant, unacceptable shortfall in che design, safety,
or security of che submissions ic received, it will
deny che DAC requesc and explain why ic did so.
2. COST LIMITATION AGREEMENTS FOR
PRE-LICENSING REVIEW ACTIVITIES

The UK's ONR will also encer into limitacion
of liability agreemencs wich a reactor vendor or
potential license applicant setting a ceiling on coses
ONR can incur-and be reimbursed by che private
party-for pre-license applicacion review activities.
Ic is typical for a reactor vendor or pocencial applicanc co engage the UK regulator in pre-licensing
discussions and information sharing aimed at identifying pocencial licensing issues early in che process.
A cosc limicacion agreemenc provides che vendor
or license applicanc wich certainty chat pre-license
application discussions will not exceed a specified
cost. In che US, the NRC could take similar seeps
co increase che transparency and cost-effectiveness
of ics proceedings.
3. MORE FLEXIBLE REGULATION

NRC and CNSC reactor licensing regulations are
far more prescriptive than che ONR's performancebased regulations. In the UK, the ONR sets objectives, and then license applicancs must demonstrate
thac they meet chem. The ONR prefers chis scrategy
because it can achieve the required high levels of
nuclear safety while allowing an operator greater
access co innovacion and co approaches beccer

13 "UKABWR progresses to final stage of assessment." UK ONR. October 30, 2015. http:llnews.onr.org.uk/2015110/uk-abwr-progresses-tojinal-stage-ofassessment
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The facility layout
for Terrestrial Energy's
Integral Molten
Salt Reactor.

railored ro rhe operaror's circumsrances. Ir also
encourages rhe adoprio n of sound pracrices and
continuous improvemenr.
In rhe UK, rhe ONR rrades more cerrain licensing guidelines for increased regularory flexibiliry.
Wirh respecr ro design-basis accidents, for example,
ONR does nor follow rhe US pracrice of using as
license crireria faulr sequences and analyrical assumprions char are defined by rhe agency. Rarher, ONR
sers more general regularory expectarions and rhen
requires licensees ro derermine-and jusrify-how
besr ro achieve rhem. This approach facilirares rhe
use of probabilisric methods ro identify key accident
sequences and ro ensure rhar rhe safery case is complere. Thar, in rum, creares room for innovative
engineering approaches rhar may not be contemplared (or allowed) by a more dererminisric ser of
limiring accidents. In shorr, an objective-serring
approach provides a grearer measure of flexibiliry
ro porenrial advanced reacror applicants. Alrhough
ir is un likely rhar rhe NRC would replace all of irs
prescriprive regularions wirh performance-based
ones, ir may be possible ro introduce the larrer
approach in cerrain areas integral ro rhe licensing
of advanced reacrors-especially non- lighr warer
rechnologies. The design basis event selecrion process is one key area rhar would benefir from rhis.

An objective-setting approach provides a
greater measure of flexibility to potential
advanced reactor applicants.
4. Public Participation
All rhree regularory regimes provide rhe public with
mulriple opporruniries ro parricipare in and provide
input inro the reactor licensing processes. The
US licensing sysrem provides public parricipation
opporrun iries rhar are considerably more formal
rhan rhose of rhe UK and Canada. In rhe Uni red
Srares, members of rhe public, stare and local governments, and non-governmental organizatio ns can
become formal parries in nuclear licensing hearings
and fu lly parricipare in rhe adjudicarory process.
The level and exrent of public parriciparion in rhe
US is ofren considered a major source of delay
in rhe licensing process.
The UK licensing process provides no similar
opporruniry. Alrhough rhe Canadian licensing
process allows rhe public ro parricipare in CNSC
hearings, these hearings are more legislative than
adjudicatory in nature, which means rhar rhey
provide an opporrun iry for the public to submit
evidence and testimony, but do not take a formal
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"trial-like" approach to contested issues.
All three licensing processes provide a variety
of options for public involvement and public input
in nuclear reactor licensing decisions. The sharpest
distinction among them is the extent to which the
public can directly challenge a proposal by becoming a full-fledged party to a formal adjudicatory
proceeding. To participate in an NRC adjudication,
members of the public, adverse state and local
governments, and anti-nuclear interests must
demonstrate that the construction or operation
of the proposed reactor may adversely affect their
interests. Upon such a showing, these individuals
or entities may intervene, with the objective of
demonstrating to the administrative law judges
overseeing the proceeding that the reactor should
not be licensed or, alternatively, that the application
should be amended to address the concerns raised.
Such interveners are empowered to submit their
own evidence, cross-examine wi messes, and take
other formal steps. In the UK and Canada, members of the public, local governments, and other
interest groups also have the opportunity to express
their opposition to the licensing of a nuclear plant,
but not to the extent permitted in the US.

and rapid resolution of conflicts. The nuclear
regulatory process would benefit from a
similar first step.
The FAA's project-specific certification plan
(PSCP) Is a possible model for our proposed
licensing project plan (LPP). An LPP would
help to establish a collaborative roadmap
for licensing a given project with agreed
upon milestones and deliverables.
•

Although the FAA has embraced some riskinformed regulation, Its experience suggests
that a level of prescriptive regulation will
remain. This is likely to be the case In the
nuclear energy sphere as well. It Is Important
for both the NRC and Industry to recognize
that the transition to more risk-Informed
or performance-based regulation does not
have to-and probably cannot-exclude all
prescriptive aspects (nor will this transition
happen overnight).

•

Standards development organizations are
considered useful partners in the effort
to develop new regulations, as they bring
additional resources and expertise to bear.

1. FAA REGULATORY PROCESS

C. Federal Aviation Administration
A number of observations can be made about the
Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA's) regulatory
process, though it is important to note that the
FM, like the NRC, is not perfect and should not
be held up as an ideal in every respect. The lessons
presented here are drawn from areas where the
FM excels.
Key points from the FAA include:

The FAA has established the values of safety,
excellence, integrity, people, and innovation
at the center of its regulatory work. The
NRC's "Principles of Good Regulation " include
Independence, openness, efficiency, clarity,
and reliability. The NRC could consider adding
Innovation to Its core values and making It
a key element of continual Improvement.
The first step In the FAA regulatory process
Is to define the working relationship between
the FAA and the applicant. This provides
a foundation for effective communication

The Federal Aviation Administration (FM) exists
to "provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system
in the world" by striving to "reach the next level of
safety, efficiency, environmental responsibility and
global leadership." 14 The FM has a dual miss ion
that involves both regulating and promoting air
travel. This is important to keep in mind when
comparing the NRC and the FM, because the
NRC's role is not to promote nuclear energy, but
rather to ensure that its use does not compromise
public health and safety, or the common defense
and security-in other words, to regulate it. DOE
is charged with nuclear technology research, development, and promotion. This separation was established by the Energy Reorganization Act of 197 4
and is considered essential to maintaining an independent regulator. To ensure the safety of planes
flown in US airspace, the FM employs approximately 7,000 people in aviation safety and has an
annual budget of slightly more than $15 billion. 15
At the center of the FAA's regulatory work are the
values of safety, excellence, integrity, people, and

14 https:llwww.faa.gov/aboutlmission
15 FAA Budget Estimate, FY2015. https:llwww.transportation.govlsitesldot.gov/filesldocs!FAA-FY2015-Budget-Estimates.pdf
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innovation. The NRC should consider adding
innovation to its core values, because it is a key
element of continual improvement and connection
to future nuclear technology developments. This is
not to suggest chat the NRC should promote technology innovation, but rather that it should strive
to incorporate into its regu latory function innovation that enhances its effectiveness and efficiency.
a. The FAA Phased Process

The FAA's five-phase regulato ry process is highly
prescriptive, although it often bases its rules on
industry scandards. 16 Approval comes in the form
of a type certification. A useful overview of the process can be found in The FAA and Industry Guide to
Product Certification, Second Edition (CPI Gu ide). 17
As the NRC makes changes in the ad vanced nuclear reactor licensing process, it would serve both the
agency and industry to develop a similar document,
particularly one chat ouclines consensus guidelines
for an effective and efficient regulatory process.
The first part of the FAA's certification process
requires the FAA and the applicant to agree upon
a "Partnership for Safety Plan" (PSP) . 18 Subsequent
interactio ns are broken down into five phases:
1.
Conceptual design,
11. Requirements definition ,
111 Compliance planning,
1v. Implementation, and
v. Post certification .
Certification is structured around the building
blocks of the PSP, the project specific certification
plan (PSCP), and phase evaluation checklists, each
of which is further described below.

FIGURE 111 - 1

The FAA's Five-phase Regulatory Process
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The purpose of chis Partnership for Safety
Plan (PS P) is to define a working relationship
between the Aircraft Certification Service of
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"
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:' . .

Vision of the Product Certification Process
A credible and concise produce certification
process chat results in:

•
•

•

Timely and efficient product type design
and production approvals
Clearly defined and understood roles,
responsibilities, and accountability ofall
stakeholders
Timely identification and resolution ofthe
certification basis, potential safety issues,
and business practice requirements
Optimal delegation using safety management concepts with appropriate controls
and oversight

In the establishment of this PSP, it is understood chat a cooperative working relationship
is required for th is process to be effective. To
achieve this Vision, it is understood that the
Applicant and FAA team members wi ll work
in accordance with the guidelines contained
in chis PSP. 19

16 T. Murphy in correspondence with K. Shield. 2015.

19 Ibid

"

' ..

the Federal Aviation Adm inistration (FAA)
and Ap plicant. It provides the foundation from
which to build mutual trust, leadership, teamwo rk, and efficient business practices. This Plan
enables the FAA, Applicant, and their staffs to
expedite certification projects by focusing on
safety significant issues. It is the mutual goal
of the FAA and Applicant to meet or exceed
the expectations of this agreement to achieve
the following vision:

17 The FAA and Industry Guide to Product Certification Second Edition http:llwww.faa.gov/aircrafi!air_certldesign_approvals/media/CPI_
guide_ll.pdf
18 Ibid.
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b. FAA Partnership for Safety Plan

The PSP is an umbrella agreement between the
FAA and the applicant. The following excerpt from
the CPI Guide describes the purpose and vision
of the PSP:
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The PS P contains guidelines for:
• Corporate planning,
• Communication and coordination,
• Delegation,
• Production quality system evaluation,
• Issues resolution process, and
Performance measures.
The PSP is a tool for ensuring effective communication, clear protocols, rapid assessment of issues,
and resolution of disagreements. A similar tool
in the nuclear regulatory process could help to
improve resource planning and effectiveness, while
reducing delays and ill will caused by miscommunication , lack of communication, and uncertain
responsibility. This could be the first section of
the licensing project plan (LPP) that we propose.
c. FAA Project-Specific Certification Plan

The PSPC defines and documents a product certification plan berween the FAA and the applicant.
It is a living document, to which changes are made
if the FAA and applicant agree they are needed. Ir
is intended to be developed as soon as a project is
considered viable and resources are committed to
certification. Ir includes the following sections:
Purpose
Effectiviry
Product certification
1. Project description
2. Project sched ule
3. Certification basis
4. Means of compliance
5. Communication and coordination
6. Delegation
7. Testing plan (a.) General (b.) Flight test
(c.) Conform ity
8. Compliance documentation
Production certification
Post certification requirements
Project issues plann ing
Continuous improvement
Signatories

The PSPC is a useful model for the licensing
project plan that we propose in Section IVA.
2. FAA USE OF RISK-INFORMED AND
PERFORMANCE-BASED REGULATION

Recent efforts by the aviation industry and the FAA
to make regulation less prescriptive have resulted in
incremental changes, bur not a complete transition
to a risk-informed model. Officials in the FAA's
rulemaking office told the GAO that about 20%
of the agency's regulations are performance-based. 20
The FAA seems to struggle with challenges relating
to risk-informed and performance-based licensing
in ways similar to those faced by the NRC.
The FAA conducted a review of its Part 23:
Small Airplanes regulations in 2009 and found
that the regulations have
continually become more prescriptive in reacting
to specific design features of the day. The result
of the combination of all of these specific rules
is the loss of the original intent of airworthiness
design regulations and a lack of flexibility to
quickly address today's ai rplanes.21
In 2013, a similar report by the Part 23 Reorganization Aviation Rulemaking Committee described
these regulations as "prescriptive in nature, written
to address our-of-dare technologies and structured
based upon broad assumptions, including airplane
weight and propulsion type, which are becoming
less accurate and more constraining as time progresses." The report expresses concern that numerous load requirements and materials regu lations
are overly prescriprive. 22
The FAA experience may be taken as a note of
caution to those working to reduce the prescriptive
nature of NRC regulations: not all risk/reward
formulae allow for risk-informed and performancebased regulation; thus, some level of prescriptive
regulation is likely to remain . For new technologies,
however, the FAA works closely with industry to
determine how regulations need to be written or
changed to incorporate innovation. Industry standards
often evolve more quickly than agency regulations;

20 Government Accountabil ity Office. Aviation Safety: Certification and Approval Processes Are Generally Viewed as Working Well ,
but Better Evaluative Information Needed ro Improve Efficiency. GA0-11 -14. Occober 2010.
21 Federal Aviation Adminiscration. Parr 23--Small Airplane Certification Process Srudy: Recommendations for General Aviation For the
Next 20 Years. 2009 page 16 https:llwwwfaa.govlaboutlojfice_orglheadquarters_officeslavslojficeslair/directorates.Jield!small_airplaneslmedittl
CPS_Part_23.pdf
22 14 CFR Parr 23 Reorganization Aviation Rulemaking Committee. Recommendations for increasing the safety of smal l general aviation
airplanes certificated tO 14 CFR part 23. 20 13. p. iii https:llwwwfaa.govlaboutlojfice_orglheadquarters_officeslttvslojficeslttirldirectorates_
field!small_airplaneslmedia/P23_Reorg_ARCFINAL.pdf
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by adopting these standards as regulations, the FAA
allows industry to identify economical changes,
while ensuring that they meet baseline safety goals.
A similar approach in the nuclear industry would
encourage standards-setting associations to play a
more active role in the development of advanced
nuclear technology requirements. It also could
allow the NRC to more quickly adopt less prescriptive requirements while maintaining strong public
health and safety standards. It may be worthwhile
for the NRC to consult with the FAA to learn
about the challenges the FAA has faced and
successes it has achieved in increasing its use of
risk-informed and performance-based regulation.

D. Food and Drug Administration
Not all aspects of the FDA regulation and approval
process can or should be transferred to the NRC.
There are significant d ifferences between the two
regulatory bodies, and between the types of products and activities they regulate. Similarities also
exist, however, and these suggest that the FDA's
experience can help to guide the NRC.
Key points from the FDA include:

The FDA's staged approval process has proved
to be compatible with Innovation and with
large high-risk investments. The stages provide
transparency that helps all parties judge the
likelihood that a product under development
will be successfully approved. This lends support to the hypothesis that

a staged process

would enable greater Investment and innovation in advanced nuclear energy.
•

A large set of different approval pathways can
be confusing and counterproductive. It may
be most effective to work to improve existing
pathways, while developing entirely novel
pathways only when a clear need exists and
significant advantage Is to be gained.
Given the many ways In which advanced
reactors differ from traditional LWRs, the
NRC should consider dedicating a special
team to exploring the potential benefit of
developing Innovative licensing strategies
for such reactors.
The FDA's budget Is provided through fees
(50%) and federal outlays (50 %). At the NRC,
the share of the budget furnished by fees-

90%-ls much higher. Providing timely cost
sharing or grants from DOE to cover early
Interactions may help projects get off the
ground In their Initial stages. Beyond that,
reducing the portion of the NRC budget that
Is covered by industry fees may enable the
agency to focus more effort on Important,
forward-looking work that Is of less Immediate
benefit to ratepayers, but paves the way for
future evaluation of advanced nuclear
technologies.

The FDA underwent a significant effort in the
1960s and 1970s to increase its expertise in biologics; after that, the approval process for biologics became more efficient. The NRC may need to make
a similar effort, increasing its expertise in advanced
reacto rs in order to facilitate the advanced reactor
licensing process.
1. FDA MISSION AND STRUCTURE

Like the FAA, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has a dual-focus mission: to protect
"the public health by ass uring the safety, efficacy,
and security of human and veterinary drugs, ...
[and to advance] public health by helping to speed
innovations that make medicines more effective,
safer, and more affordable."23 Fundamentally, the
FDA aims to prevent dangerous drugs from entering the marketplace, while it simultaneously promotes medical advances. As explained in Section
IV.C, above, this is fundamentally different from
the NRC's role, which is to regulate but not to
promote. Comparisons should be drawn with
an awareness of this distinction.
The FDA's size has been steadi ly increasing;
in FY2015, the agency had 16,700 full-time
equivalent employees and a budget of ap proximately $4.5 billion. 24 There are multiple offices within
the FDA, but three are sign ificant here because they
evaluate product approvals. The Center for Drug
Evaluation and Research (CDER), the largest of the
FDA centers, approves chemical ly derived products,
as well as some biologically derived therapeutic
products. The Center for Biologics Evaluation
and Research (CBER) regulates other biologics for
human use, including blood-based, vaccine, tissue,
and gene therapy products, as well as a small number of devices. Most devices, however, are regulated

23 FDA 2016. http://wwwfda.gov/AboutFDA/WhatWeDo
24 HHS . (20 15); FDA, "Executive Summary All Purpose Table," (20 15).
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by the Center for Devices and Radiological Health
(CDRH), which approves medical devices and
products that emit radiation. 25
Unlike the FDA's Centers, the NRC evaluates
reactors within two departments-the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Office of New
Reactors-without differentiating on the basis
of reactor structure or type. Given the many ways
in which advanced reactors differ from traditional
LWRs and the potential benefits of developing
innovative licensing strategies for them, the NRC
may find it useful to dedicate a special team to this
effort. It may also be useful to direct a team to develop a strategy for implementing a risk-informed,
performance-based framework for advanced reactors.
Recognizing that NRC staff size is decreasing as the
number of licensees declines, Congress may need
to be asked to budget funds for these teams, rather
than relying on NRC fees.

The FDA's drug approval process incorporates
discrete stages that have proved compatible
with the development process and the
investment needed to support it.
Of the FDA's budget, approximately half
consists of federal outlays and half is derived from
fees. 26 In contrast, as noted, 90% of the NRC's
budget is fee based, with only 10% from outlays.
Although in both cases industry shoulders a large
share of the budget, the percentage at the NRC is
especially high. Providing cost sharing or grants
to cover early interactions with the NRC may help
projects in their initial stages get off the ground.
Beyond that, decreasing the part of the NRC's
budget derived from fees may enable the agency to
focus more effort on important, forward-looking
work that is of less immediate benefit to ratepayers,
but paves the way for future evaluation of advanced
nuclear technologies.
2. DRUG APPROVAL PROCESS

The FDA approval process varies greatly, depending
on the type of drug, the existence of similar drugs

already in the marketplace, and the illness itself
The "normal" drug application process for new
products requires two different applications: an
investigational new drug (IND) application, followed by a new drug application (NDA) for drugs
and biologics submitted to CDER, or a biologics
license application (BLA) for those submitted to
CBER. An IND application is usually filed following laboratory tests (in vitro and animal in vivo)
that demonstrate a drug's probable safety for
humans, and is required before clinical trials begin. 27
Clinical trials are conducted in three phases, and
their design must be outlined in the IND. Upon
completion of the clinical trials, the data are
submitted in the form of an NDA or BLA. On
average, the FDA approves drugs in two years,
though approval can take up to seven years. Total
development time-including R&D, clinical trials,
and FDA approval-ranges from 8 to 15 years.
Expedited pathways, which reduce FDA review
time to one year, also exist (there are four of them).
The FDA approves dozens of novel drugs and
hundreds of slightly altered drug delivery processes
(e.g., dosages and disease applications) annually.
As is true of nuclear power plants, the process
of developing and commercializing a new drug is
highly capital intensive. The FDA's drug approval
process incorporates discrete stages that have
proved compatible with the development process
and the investment needed to support it. Table III-1
shows typical investment requirements for each
stage of the approval process.
The FDA has created a multitude of pathways
through which products may be approved; while
each of these provides a more convenient route
for a specific subset of products, variety can cause
problems. For example, confusion regarding which
types of biologics are regulated by which centerand the fact that different centers apply different
regulations for similar or even identical productscan unnecessarily complicate the approval process.
Although it is sometimes advantageous to recommend new approval pathways that are cheaper or
faster, it also is important to realize that having
a multi rude of pathways can increase confusion
around approval of emerging technological advances.
This should instill caution in NRC staff and stake-

25 FDA. How Drugs are Developed and Approved. August 18, 2015. http:llwww.fda.gov/Drugs!DevelopmentApprova!Processl
HowDrugsareDevelopedaridApprovedldefault.htm
26 HHS, FY2016 Budget in Brief. 14 (201 5).
27 FDA. Drug Study Progression. CDER World. http:llwww.accessdata.Jda.govlscriptslcderworldlindex.cfin'actiori=newdrugs:main&unit=2&less
ori=l&topic=6
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holders working to develop new licensing pathways.
It may be most effective to focus on improving
existing pathways, while developing entirely new
ones on ly when a clear need exists.
3. DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATION OF
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

In representing related bur significantly different
products that require new specialization within
the regulatory agency, advan ced reacto r technologies in many ways mirror the em ergence
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of biologics at the FDA. From the mid-1 960s
to the late 1970s, the number of FDA employees
technically capable of analyzing biologics research
rapidly increased ; this was followed by improvements in the efficiency of the approval process
itself Similarly, increasing the number of NRC
employees with engineering backgrounds relevant
to advanced reactor technologies may prompt the
agency to work more closely, competently, and
confidently with its counterparts in the private
sector.

FIGURE 111-2

Phases in the Drug Development and Approval Process
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TABLE 111 - 1

Drug Approval Stages and lnvestments 28
Elapsed Time
(years)

Capital Required
(millions)

Purpose and Objective

Market Value
(millions)

Historical Success
(probability)

1 to 5

$10 to $50

Pre-human val idation

$10 to $20

10%

Ph ase I

1- 2

$5 to $20

Safety

$10 t o $50

65%

Ph ase II

2- 3

$20 to $50

Efficacy and dose

$50 to $100

50%

Ph ase Ill

3

$40 t o $100

Registration Trial

$200 to $400

65%

New Drug Application

1

$20 to $50

Manufacturing Approval by FDA

$500 to $1000

90%

Stage

Pre-clin ica l

28 Rothrock, Ray. Testimony before Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future, Subcommittee on Reactor and Fuel Cycle
Technology. August 30, 2010 .
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CHAPTER

IV

MECHANISMS FOR STAGING
ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING

A

CENTRAL RECOMMENDATION OF

this report is that topical reports and the
standard design approval should be used
as tools to introduce more progressive
stages into the advanced reactor licensing process.
To provide the foundation for effective project
management and to structure the licensing and prelicensing stages, we propose that a licensing project

A licensing project plan will improve
communications, efficiency, and project
execution.
plan (LPP) be introduced. Since the primary purpose is to achieve a rapid evolution that provides
greater certainty, delivers early concrete feedback,
and complements the overall development and
deployment schedule discussed in Chapter II, it is
important to work within the existing regulatory
framework if at all possible. This chapter first
proposes and describes the licensing project plan;
discusses the legal context for the use of topical
reports, and explains what they are; and then secs
forth a proposal to create a staged system to apply
these tools. Next, the potential use of the standard
design approval (SDA) is considered, along with
a proposal for integrating it into a staged licensing
process. Finally, the development of a statement
of licensing feasibility is discussed, with a side note
on the finality of staged licensing decisions.

A. Developing a Licensing Project Plan
Commission Chairman Stephen G. Burns has
made the point on several occasions that effective
communication is important-chat the NRC's
independence does not require total isolation. 29
We recommend the development of a licensing
project plan (LPP) that will improve communications, efficiency, and project execution. The LPP
should set out communication protocols and lay
out a detailed roadmap for a licensing projectincluding a schedule, milestones, defined deliverables, and NRC review budgets. It should be a
living document, to be updated with progressively
more detailed and precise plans as upcoming
activities become clear.
To establish open and effective lines of communication between the regulator and the applicant,
we recommend that, at the outset, the NRC adopt
the FAA's practice of establishing guidelines for the
working relationship between the regulator and the
applicant. 30 The FAA's mechanism for this is the
partnership for safety plan (PSP). More details on
the FAA's PSP are contained in Section III.C and in

The FAA and Industry Guide to Product Certification,
Second Edition. 31 We recommend that the NRC
implement this recommendation in the first chapter
of the licensing project plan.
The FAA's PSP is intended to define the working relationship between the regulator and the
applicant, including communication protocols,
roles, responsibilities, accountability, and other

29 http:llwww. nrc.govlreading-rmldoc-collectiomlcommissionlspeeches/201 5/s-15-008. pdf
30 The precise time for developing the LPP is something that the N RC and industry should further discuss, but it should be early in
the pre-application phase.

3 1 http://www.faa.gov/ai rcraft!air_cert!design _approvals/media!CPI_guide_II.pd/
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important aspects of their interaction. The goal of
rhat document is to provide the "foundation from
which to build mutual trust, leadership, teamwork,
and efficient business practices." A simi lar agreement in the LPP would enable the NRC and the
applicant to develop a cooperative working relationship, supportive of a more efficient and harmonious regulatory process. But even with best efforts
and intentions, conflicts occur. In rhe past, many
opportunities to take swift corrective action have
been missed because communication channels
were impaired; the early establishment of communication protocols should help to ensure that in
the future these opportunities are recognized and
seized-with rhe result being effective forward
momenrum.
As discussed in Chapter II and in Appendix A,
the development, licensing, and deployment of
advanced reactors is complex, with rhe phases interrelated. Uncertainties and delays in one area
can reverberate, causing problems and magnifying
delays in orher phases. In rhe past, licensing delays
have been caused by poor planning and execution
on both sides. Still, a great deal of responsibility
lies with applicants, who must rry to manage their
licensing deliverables in coordination with their
engineering, testing, and investment demands, as
well as their customer relationships-al l of which
interact in ways that can be challenging to anticipate.
Notwithstanding that difficulty, the applicant must
still make a concerted effort ro predict rhe schedules
of key stakeholders-particularly rhe schedules

of their design, engineering, and licensing teamsso that it can approach rhe NRC in an informed
manner.
The details of each nuclear power project are
different, but with advanced reactors this difference
is amplified. Many designs are currently under development. Each has particular R&D needs and
requires distinctive strategies for delivering the final
product to market, while simultaneously navigating
an exceptionally challenging investment environment.
To make the strongest business case and safety
case, each project may rely on a different set of key
design features. This diversity has value. Ir increases
the likelihood rhat some projects will succeed.
However, ir also means that no "o ne-size-fits-al l"
set of stages will optimally al ign with the needs
of all applicants (or even with many). At the same
time, the readiness of the NRC and its contractors
to evaluate particular designs displays considerable
variation across topic areas and designs.
For these reasons, the mosr effective approach
will be for the applicant and the NRC to design a
joint licensing project plan that is specific to a given
project. The LPP would establish mi lestones that
correspond to meaningful stage-gates for a project's
specific situation and that reflect awareness of the
NRC's readiness to review certain design aspects.
By using topical reports, standard design approvals,
and perhaps a statement of licensing feasibility, a
project team and the NRC will be in a position ro
agree on an LPP that establishes clear, useful project
stages, and makes it easier to coordinate them with

Cross-section of Transatomic Power's proposed Molten Salt Reactor plant design. The company's reactor, which is based
on technology first developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the 1960's, is walk-away safe and has the potential to
run on Spent Nuclear Fuel.
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parallel stages in the design, development, deployment, and investment processes.
The LPP should provide a roadmap similar to
the FAA's PSCP. 32 It should be a living document,
one that will be revised by mutual agreement of the
applicant and the NRC as the project progresses
and more information becomes available. The LPP
should describe the project, and define the schedule
and deliverables in as much detail as possible. This
would include a plan to perform the testing and
analysis necessary for licensing. Other features may
be useful as well; the NRC and industry should
consider these as a more detailed LPP conceptual
outline is created. An LPP that carefully supports
the NRC's and developer's long-range planning
is essential to the efficient and timely execution
of the licensing program.

B. Using Topical Reports to Create a
Staged Approach
The use of topical reports in a more structured
manner can be accomplished under existing rules
withour need for additional rulemaking. Nonetheless, substantial interaction with the NRC staff will
be required to set up this more structured process,
as it will include sequences and schedules for submittals, staff review timetables, and resource allocations. Elements of this reorientation will likely
bring the agency's budget into play, along with related policy issues, and this in turn will require staff
consultation with the Commission. 33 It also will
likely involve changes in internal staff procedures
(office letters, for example) and this, too, will
require consultation.
1. HOW TOPICAL REPORTS WORK

Topical reports (TRs) are one mechanism that the
NRC employs to make the licensing process more
efficient. Topical reports can be used as a supple-

mental mechanism to document technical nuclear
plant safety topics. TRs are submitted to the NRC
for review and approval, either in advance of a design certification, combined operating license, standard design approval, or construction permit application, in parallel with them , or even after a COLA
has been submitted. The reports become part of
the official basis for issuing a DC, COL, SDA, or
CP-in which they are incorporated by reference.
They allow the NRC to review submittals from a
license applicant or licensee on a proposed methodology, design feature, operational requirement, or
other safety-related subject. When a TR has been
approved, the applicant can reference it in the
licensing petition. The purpose of a TR is to reduce
licensing time and effort by streamlining the review
and approval of a particular safety topic. Incorporating an approved TR by reference avoids repeated
reviews of the same subject in multiple applications. Topics typically addressed in TRs include:
• Systems and plant assessment reports, including
those that examine security, fire, and aircraft
impact;
• Safety analysis code reports needed for a ·
complete description of the evaluation models
used in the safety analysis;
• Analyses or documentation of select design
aspects, such as equipment qualification methods,
and seismic and environmental qualification;
and
• Vendor data reports.
In regard to timing, the earliest TRs required are
those that the NRC has not previously evaluated
and that are intended to address long lead-time items. 34
These are submitted prior to the application.
The NRC's internal process for reviewing
and approving TRs can be found in its licensing
instruction on the TR process. 35 The licensing

32 More details on the FAA's PSCP are contained in Section III.C of this report, and in The FAA and Industry Guide to Product
Certification Second Edi ti on. See http:l/www.faa.gov/aircraft!air_certldesign_approva/slmedia/CP!_guide_l!.pdf
33 N RC Chairman Burns recently indicated in a speech and in a written statement to the Subcommittee on Energy of the U .S. House
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, that, although the N RC generally supports the idea of moving forward with a revised
regulatory framework for advanced reactors, the agency will "be able to optimize its planning processes and resource expenditures to
conduct licensing reviews when a complete and technically sufficient non-LWR application is presented for consideration." Written
Statement at 10. From this, it may readily be inferred that any move by NRC staff to devote significant resources to early advanced
reactor design assessments will first require that staff consult with the Commission.
34 Technical reports may also be utilized during the pre-application or application period. These documents are similar to a topical report
but do not receive a separate N RC safery evaluation report. But, like T Rs, they may be incorporated by reference into the application.
"White papers" are a form of pre-application documentation used to address a more general issue-for example, summarizing existing
regulatory requirements or guidance to provide context, or describing the strategic approach required to address a particular issue.
35 LIC-500, Revision 4, Topical Report Process, O ffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. N uclear Regulatory Commission (December
21, 2009, MI.091 520370). Note that, although the li censing instruction was issued by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
it also is applicable to and used by the Office of New Reactors.
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instruction identifies four criteria36 that should be
met before the NRC will accept a proposed TR
for review:
• The TR must deal with a specific safety-related
subject that requires a safety evaluation by NRC
staff-for example, component design, analytical
models or techniques, or performance testing
of components or systems that can be evaluated
independently of a specific license application
(Section 4.1.lA);
• The TR is likely to be used by multiple licensees
in a number of requests for licensing actions
(Section 4.1.1 B) ;
• The TR contains complete and detailed information on the specific subject presented. Conceptual or incomplete preliminary information
will not be reviewed (Section 4.1.1 C); 37 and
• NRC approval of the report will increase the
efficiency of the review process for applications
that reference the report (Section 4.1.10).
The licensing instruction states that exceptions to
the above criteria may be allowed on a case-by-case
basis, if NRC staff determines that an exception
is in the "public interest." According to the instruction, this finding is particularly common for Criterion B (Section 4.1. lB)-that the TR is likely to be
used by multiple licensees for a number of licensing
requests. This is especially relevant for advanced
reactors planning to seek standard design approval
or design certification under 10 CFR Part 52 or
Part 50. Although the TRs pertinent to these processes typically will not be applicable to "multiple
licensees," the main goal of seeking NRC approval
is to improve the efficiency of the licensing process
-for instance, by referencing a TR in a future
application for standard design approval, for design
certificatio n, or for a construction permit. The
NRC readily accepts and approves TRs submitted
in anticipation of design certifications or construction permits, and the same would be expected for
applications seeking standard design approval under
Subpart E of 10 CFR Part 52. 38 Another exception
to Criterion B could involve a TR's helping to resolve a safety-related issue, to advance a technology

that reduces an operational burden, or to achieve
significant cost savings for industry.
Section 4.2 of the licensing instruction sets
forth the steps for the TR review process. These
cover the pre-submittal meeting between the applicant and NRC staff, any fee exemption request submitted with the TR, the NRC acceptance review
period, staff requests for additional information,
and the issuance of the safety evaluation approving
the TR. All of these steps are discussed in further
detail in the licensing instruction , as well as on
the NRC's website.
The NRC safety evaluation report is the key
approval document relevant to a TR. No environmental reviews are required. Any deviations from
an approved topical report will result in a plant
or site-specific review.
The first step in the TR approval process is the
pre-submittal meeting. This is particularly important for a standard design approval request under
10 CFR Part 52. Such a request may consist of a
series oflinked TRs, although the overall plan to
which these TRs relate should be discussed with the
NRC early in the TR approval process (and, ideally,
during development of the licensing project plan) .
This will provide some protection against an unexpected derailment or delay during the TR approval
process. As noted in an NEI position paper on preapplication engagement for small modular reactors:

An applicant should develop a proposed listing
of the topical reports anticipated for technical
support of an application that is shared with
the NRC. In addition, overall licensing effort
should be developed and reviewed by the
NRC staff during the pre-application program
interactions. 39
In the course of detailed physical design development, equipment qualification testing, manufacturing, or construction, or as a result of industry
events, topical report revisions may be required
if assumptions, methods, or acceptance criteria
change materially as a result of new information.
Well-understood criteria exist for revising approved

36 Ibid . at page 2.
37 In chis regard, the licensing insttuction refers to the criteria in LIC-109, "Acceptance Review Procedures" (2009, ML0918100088).
38 Examples of topical reports in anticipation of a certified design application can be found in the quality assurance program for the design
certification of the B&W mPower Reactor Quly 12, 2011,MLI 1216Al65) and the NuScale Topical Report: Quality Assurance Program
Description for Design Certification of the N uScale Power Reactor (October 27, 2010, ML103210261 ).
39 "SMR Pre-application Engagement," a position paper, Nuclear Energy Institute Qanuary 2011).
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applications when new material information becomes
avai lable. Examples of such criteria can be found
in 10 CFR 21 and 10 CFR 50.55. The possibility
of future changes should not necessarily preclude
submission ofTRs that are fully prepared for NRC
review-although the probability of a major change
might be an exception.
In the early stages of desi gn and licensing,
certain topics may be sufficiently complete that
they can be addressed in TRs, even though final
design information is not available for all topics. 40
These TRs and their associated safety evaluation
reports can then be incorporated by reference
into subsequent license applications or related
procedures (including SDA, DCA, and COLAs).
Topical report approvals "represent a good-faith
commitment on the part of the NRC to accept the
conclusions of the topical report and the NRC's
associated safety evaluation during future licensing
reviews, subject to changes in regulations or NRC
guidance." Th is process provides the applicant
with substantial authoritative feedback. An ACRS
review can be conducted as well, providing further
ass urance that the full license applicatio n will be
approved.
2. EXECUTION OF A STAGED TOPICAL
REPORT PROGRAM

Initial NRC engagement should include an overview of a licensing project plan (LPP), as described
in Section IV.A, which defines the review components to be submitted to the NRC during each
stage oflicensing. As discussed in Section IV.A, we
recommend that the specifics of each stage as well
as the overall review plan be custom ized to each
project. That way, the LPP can account both for
the applicant's key concerns and design and development schedule, and for the NRC's review resources,
which may require a brief period of adjustment to
support review of a novel design.
Below we provide one example of what a staged
topical report program might look like, with the
caveat that this is not a proposal, bur rather an
illustration to make this concept more concrete.
Brackets reference associated chapters in a standard
review plan that would be supported by the individual topical reports (TRs) listed here.41 Relevant
technical reports that might be included in each
stage are also shown.

1. Conceptualization Stage
• Quality Assurance Plan Topical Report
[Ch. 17]
• Reactor Design Technical Report (initial
concept description) [Ch . l]
• Regulatory Gap Analysis Technical Report
(initial assessment) [Ch. l]
PIRT, Test Facilities and IET/SET Plans
Technical Report [Ch. 15]
2. Licensability Stage
• Fuel Design and Testing Plan Topical
Report [Ch.4]
• Safety Analysis Development Plan Topical
or Technical Report [Ch. 4, 5, 15]
Codes and Methods Qualification Plan
Topical Report [Ch. 4, 5, 15]
• Human Factors Development Plan Topical
Reports (early plans and methods) [Ch.18]
• Preliminary PRA Technical Report [Ch. 19]
• Risk-Informed SSC Classification Methodology Topical Report [Ch. 3, 19]
• FOAK Safety Component Qualification
Plan [Ch. 3, various]
• Setpoint Methodology Topical Report
[Ch. 8, 16]
Normal Source Term and Release Methodology (GALE equiv.) Topical Report
[Ch. 11, 12, 15]
Accident Source Term Methodology [Ch. 15]
• Containment Performance Topical Report
[Ch. 6, 15]
• Emergency Plan ning Zone Size Topical
Report [ESP and Ch. 6, 15 , 19]
• Standard Design Approval (SDA SAR)
[Ch. Multiple]

3. Technology Approval Stage
•
•
•
•
•

Specific Safety Analysis Code Qualification
Topical Reports (multiple) [Ch. 4, 5, 15]
IET/SET Testing Program Result Topical
Reports (multiple) [Ch. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15]
Human Factors Engineering Topical
Reports (multiple) [Ch. 18]
Fuel Design and Performance Topical
Reports (multiple) [Ch. 4]
Safety Analysis Topical Reports (multiple)
[Ch. 6, 15]

40 T R approval would be subject to regu latory requirements addressing an appJ;cant's duties regarding the completeness and accuracy
of information. See, for example, 10 CFR 50.9(b) and 10 CFR 52.G(b).
41 See NUREG-0800 for chapter details.
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3 . TOPICAL REPORT BENEFITS

Generic findings for all licensing applications
and project types: A TR is a fungib le product
if the boundary definitions and cond itions of use
are set ar appropriate points. This allows various
generic design features, methods, and capabilities
char fie the boundary conditions of the TR and
related SER to be referenced in a license application or related procedure (SDA, DCA, COLA,
CP, or OL).

Incorporation into other Part 50 or Part 52
applications: TR findings can be incorporated by
reference in co Part 50 or Part 52 applications, so
long as rhe TR is considered relevant to the applicarion.45 To use T R findings in a major application,
any departure from the report's conditions or its
stared applicability will require a derailed explanation and, if necessary, a persuasive defense.

Timing: TRs can be submitted ar any time, with
the timing dependent on applicant needs . The riming of NRC review is subject to rhe agency's priorities and resources, as well as the completeness of
the TR application. Ocher considerations also may
help determine when a TR is accepted for review.42
Applicants should inform the NRC of their intention to submit topical reports with as much notice
as possible, by responding to rhe NRC's regulatory
issue summary (RIS) co enable NRC ro plan irs
resources appropriarely.43 The applicant can request
char rhe NRC treat chis information as proprietary
in accordance with 10 CFR 2.390, and ch is is a
routine pracrice. 44

Program credibility (technical, performance,
schedule assurance, cost confidence): Developing
an application and, more importandy, securing irs
review by rhe NRC confers significant credibility
in rhe eyes of a wide variety of stakeholders-particularly regarding whether rhe remaining work will
be com pieced on rime. Ir also reinforces confidence
char rhe reviewed portion of the design is stable,
and chis in turn increases comfort with stared cost
and scope. In particular, it substantially boosts the
credibility of new entrants who have little or no
experience with nuclear development and delivery,
and it also establishes a key milestone for project
ream members who, during what can be a lengthy
regulato ry process, might begin co feel char their
work was nor moving forward.

Finality: TRs are considered final until amended or
withdrawn. Finality has two elements: (i) the degree
to which, absent new information or direction from
hi gher authority, rhe reviewing entity's decision
is considered to be rhe entity's lase word on the
subject; and (ii) rhe degree to which the reviewing
entity's decision is binding on others. In the case
ofTRs, the staff's decision is fi nal (element (i)) and
binding (element (ii)) on the staff and the applicant,
bur nor on rhe Commission or on adjudicatory
bodies char may consider rhe TR as part of a future
application. A TR has no expi ration dare, although
its applicability may be subject to technical conditions. (Some copical reports referenced in major
applications of recent vintage were initially approved
in rhe early days of commercial nuclear power.)

Reduced execution risk for applicants: TRs are
stand-alone documents chat may be subm itted
for NRC review and approval at any time. Because
they can be precursors to a complete review of a
major application , they have rhe capacity to reduce
both the risk char rhe application will not be accepted and rhe length of the review period, particularly
if the complexity or novelty of the TRs calls for extensive scrutiny. Additionally, TRs can protect proprietary informatio n from disclosure to competito rs
or to che public. Finally, TRs can serve to summarize a much larger body of work that supports NRC
review findings and references, and thus can make
it unnecessary to include in an application
exhaustive, detailed design and engineering data.
If appropriate, rhe NRC will employ design audits

42 See NRC Office Instruction LIC-500 "Topical Report Process" for a full description ofNRC TR process management. NRC Office
Insuuction LIC-109 "Acceptance Review Procedures" provides guidance for accepting a TR for technical review.
43 For example, see NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2015-07. http:llpbadupws.nrc.govldocs/ML/ 4 IO/ML/ 41OJA J66.pdf
44 See, for example, Southern Nuclear Operati ng Company's "Response ro NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2015-07."
http:llpbadupws. nrc.gov/docs/MLI 516/M LI 5 J 66A530.pdf
45 According to the NRC, "plant-specific concerns must always be taken into account when actual ly using an approved topical report
in a specific licensing action. For this reason, the NRC verifies relevan t criteria for approved topical reports during each licensi ng action
to ensure that the topical report's conclusions are both valid and applicable to the particular licensing action un der review."
http://www.n rc.govlabout-nrclregulatoryllicensingltopical-reportslrequirements.htmL
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and independent analyses to confirm the validity
of the work underlying a TR.
4. TOPICAL REPORT REVIEW DURATION

Several significant stages in the NRC's review
of topical reports add value and credibility to an
application. They are listed below, along with
nominal time frames from initial submittal to the
milestone noted. The range of outcomes varies
depending on the complexity of the issues, agreed
milestone dates, timeliness of the applicant's response,
and the speed with which the NRC closes open
items following its initial review of request for
additional information (RAJ) responses.
Initial receipt for review based on completeness
[2 months]
Initial review comments and requests for
additional information (RAJs) [8 months]
Draft safety evaluation report (SER)
[14 months]
• ACRS review if required [16 months]
• Final SER and approval [20-24 months]
• Incorporation of final approval conditions
(3- 6 months from date of SER]
The NRC should evaluate and suggest options for
expediting topical report review to support a more
efficient advanced reactor licensing process.
5. LIMITATIONS OF TOPICAL REPORT
CONCLUSIONS

A topical report is bounded by its context, the
adequacy of its technical information, and the
applications for use it defines. TRs can be amended
or corrected over time. This may be necessary if
new information comes to light, errors are found,
or, to extend the TR's value, a broader set of applicable uses is sought. The NRC can also impose
limitations as a result of its review. After a TR's
draft SER is reviewed and accepted by the NRC,
the final SER is issued. The applicant incorporates
any required changes into the TR. At that point,
the composite document can serve as a final
reference in future licensing actions.

6. ACTIONS BY NRC NEEDED
TO IMPLEMENT THIS APPROACH
Although a change of this nature would not likely
be reviewed as a formal policy matter, it does represent a significant modification and one that may
be of interest to the nuclear industry, congressional
oversight bodies, and the public. Typically, it would
come to the Commission's attention when NRC

staff informed the Commission that they were
using the TR process in a new way, and then sought
concurrence for one or more initial license applications. In this situation, Commission approval normally is secured when the NRC's executive director
of operations submits a SECY memorandum to
the Commissioners, which describes the proposed
change. At times, the latter may schedule a public
meeting and ask the staff to outline the proposal
and answer questions. In the SECY, the staff would
summarize the reason for the request, available
resources, proposed schedule, legal and management implications, alternatives, and implementation
strategy. The Commission's response to such a request is typically in the form of a staff requirements
memorandum (SRM). It should be noted, however,
that this process generally happens only if one or
more members of the NRC staff serve as advocates
for an applicant's request.
Once the Commission provides direction, the
next significant step is the initial engagement letter
from the applicant agreeing to the type of approach
advocated here.
As suggested, incremental resolution of specific
topics via TR review cumulatively creates confidence
that the underlying design will be licensed. Moreover, several TR review steps provide other benefits
to the applicant. Acceptance review completion
demonstrates that a valid safety issue with generic
applicability has been competently presented.
Requests for additional information (RAJs) improve project planning and opportunities for risk
reduction by identifying areas of additional work
within or outside the scope of the TR, work that
can be either completed prior to a major application or obviated by adopting alternative approaches.
In a major application, the draft SER previews the
safety findings of the final SER, while confirming
the generic issues to be resolved in advance of the
NRC's findings. If an ACRS review is conducted,
its technical conclusions-set forth in a letter to
the NRC-add credibility to the project and bolster
the stakeholders' confidence. These conclusions
also increase the likelihood that the issue in question will not be further explored by the ACRS if
it reviews the major application. The final SER
approval letter and published TR can be fully
referenced in future applications.

C. Using the Standard Design Approval
to Create a Staged Approach
Standard design approval (SDA) is a mechanism
identified in Subpart E of 10 CFR Part 52. The
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SDA process is currently in place and usable "as is"
under existing NRC regulations, so rulemaking
would not be required ro incorporate it into
staged licensing.
1. HOW STANDARD DESIGN APPROVAL
WORKS

Subpart Estates that any person-including a
vendor, or a future applicant for design certification
or a reactor license-may file an application for
standard design approval of a proposed nuclear
reactor design. The SDA application can cover the
entire proposed reacror or a "major portion" of it.
The latter option may be most useful in the staged
licensing context, because it provides an opportunity to secure NRC review of that portion of the
design most critical to the new product's business
case or technology case. Successful NRC review
of such a key segment of the design will reduce the
overall risk of project failure. It also will provide
assurance to investors, prospective owners, suppliers, and technology partners that the new
technology is viable, and worth the continued
investment of time and money.
An approved SDA can be referenced in any of
the following: (i) a combined license under Subpart
C of 10 CFR Part 52, (ii) a standard design certification under Subpart B of 10 CFR Part 52, (iii)
a construction permit under 10 CFR Part 50, or
(iv) a manufacturing license under Subpart F of
10 CFR Part 52. Thus, like a topical report, an
approved SDA becomes part of the formal record
supporting the final, full license application.
Technical information that a standard design
approval applicant must submit for NRC review
is set forth in 10 CFR 52.137. Pursuant to that section, an application for a standard design diverging
significantly from the light water reactor designs
licensed and commercially operating prior to the
promulgation of Part 52 in 1989, or one accomplishing its safety functions through simplified,
inherent, passive, or other innovative means,
must meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.43(e).
Those mandate that the performance of each safety
feature of the design be demonstrated through
"either analysis, appropriate test programs, experience, or a combination thereof," or that "there
has been acceptable testing of a prototype plant."
Notably, although standard design approval requires
ACRS review, neither an adjudicatory hearing nor
Commission review is compulsory. Design approval
is conducted at the NRC staff level and, via 10
CFR 51.22(c)(22), is categorically excluded from

environmental review. As with topical reports, this
does not curtail public participation, Commission
review, or later environmental review, but it does
allow a vendor to submit to design review prior to
securing a specific site, project, or owner. At this
initial stage, there may be insufficient project-level
detail to support site-specific reviews, and the long
delays and extensive labor associated with those
reviews could severely hamper early-stage project
design at a time when they are not yet necessary
to assure public health and safety.

Successful NRC review of a key segment
of the design will provide assurance to
investors, prospective owners, suppliers,
and technology partners.
2. EXECUTION OF A STANDARD DESIGN
APPROVAL WITHIN A STAGED PROCESS

In this section, we suggest a starting point for
defining a "major portion" of the design, discuss the
importance of early coordination for establishing
the content of the SDA, and, as a useful example,
outline the general scope of an SDA covering a
hypothetical nuclear island.
a. Defining a "Major Portion" of the Design
In contrast to topical reports, experience with
SDAs is limited. Few helpful precedents exist that
describe the use of SDAs in the context of advanced
reactors. As a result, it can be difficult to determine
what qualifies as a "major portion" of the design.
Subpart Eis silent on the matter. 10 CFR 52.137

provides some clues, but ultimately this is a question
that will need to be resolved through discussions
with the NRC.
10 CFR 52.137 sta tes that "items such as the
reactor core, reactor coolant system, instrumentation
and control systems, electrical systems, containment
system, other engineered safety features, auxiliary
and emergency systems, power conversion systems,
radioactive waste handling systems, and fuel handling systems shall be discussed insofar as they are
pertinent." Each of these items could be considered
a major portion of the design, but there is not yet
precedent for that determination. Multiple SDAs
are not prohibited in Part 52 Appendix E.
10 CFR 52.137 also requires a "description,
analysis, and evaluation of the interfaces between
the standard design and the balance of the nuclear
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FIGU R E I V-1

Flexible Use of Standard Design Approvals
This figure is meant to be representative. It isn't exhaustive and is not
expected to represent all possible or acceptable SDA topics.

Optional Standard
Configurations

District
Heating

Each of the Standa rd Design Approvals must satisfy the interfacing boundary conditi ons for safety and li censing .

•

Possible SDA scope; multiple topics
cou ld be combined .

•

power planr." The careful evaluation of these interfaces will be a crucial element of a successful
SDA approach. Proper definition of interfaces can
enable the insertion of an SDA into an overall plant
design char cou ld include a variety of end uses for
the produced energy, particularly after initial licensing of the baseline configuration. If an electricity
generation plant serves as the basel ine, the SDA
process co uld be a useful way to confirm the licensabili ry of, for example, a process heat application
for petro-chemical faci lities, for desalination
facil ities, or for hydrogen production faci lities
The potential flexible use of the SDA is
illustrated in Figure IV- 1.
b. Establishing an Agreed Content Outline
with the NRC

Successful use of the SDA as an element of a fully
staged licensing strategy should begin with early
agreement between the applicant and the NRC on
what the SDA, as part of a licensing project plan,
must contain .
Whether one o r multiple SDAs are envisioned ,
it is essential to thoroughly understand how the
50 .Ns content relates to topical and technical reports,
as well as to DCA, CP, and C OLA submittals and

Once SDAs are in place, a variety of end-use
applications are possible, provided they meet
appropriate boundary conditions.

reviews. As with a DCA, COLA, C P, or topical
report, the first step in a successful SDA review is to
make sure char the application is accepted for review.
This requires either a clea r precedent or a specific
agreement governing the scope of the submittal.
The following list highlights some of the important topics on which agreement with the NRC
must be reached if the SDA is to support the development process. Here, we ass ume that a standard
nuclear island constitutes the "major portion" of
the design, as defined by the SDA.
• Standardized nuclear island definition. This
establishes the boundary conditions arou nd the
nuclear reactor, the interfaces with the secondary hear transfer systems, the emergency core
cooling systems, the contai nment structure,
the normal supporting systems for safe reactor
operation, the electrical and controls systems,
the ultimate hear sink description, and the functional interface conditions for all other systems
and components necessary to support nuclear
island structures, systems, and components.
• Identification ofdesign specific review standard

sections or partial sections to be included in
an SDA. This is an explicit listing of all standard
review plan sections for which a design-speci fi c
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•

•

review application is made. This listing should
be a product of early pre-application engagement,
starting at the conceptualization stage. Early
resolution helps to shape the developer's technical work sequence and provide information that
allows the NRC to allocate resources for an
efficient review.
Use ofreferenced topical reports. Topical reports are integral to the licensing plan . Relevant
TRs will be incorporated by reference into the
SDA's scope and , later, the findings. Submission
of complete topical reports before or with the
SDA-and the SDA's justifiable reliance on
those reports-should be a priority of the project
management dialogue between the developer
and the NRC.

Boundary conditions with CP, DCA, or
COLA. The SDA essentially encapsulates a
bounded discussion of safety management for
part of the nuclear faci li ty. To cond uct an effective safety review, agreement is needed on the
assumed physical boundaries of the structures,
systems, and components (SSCs) add ressed in
the SDA, the performance requirements across
boundary points, and any safety interactions
that should be included in the safety analysis.

•

Safety analysis sufficiency for functional
design. The level of detai l available to complete
a design safety analysis increases as the design
evolves from initial conceptualization to its final
as-built form. A review can be conducted at
several po ints to draw conclusions about safety. 46
For the SDA safety review, the functio nal design
should be well advanced. This implies that
margins and uncertainties will be sufficiently
understood to support definitive NRC find ings.
Nonetheless, later updates may be required to
co m plete the development of technical specifi-

cations, operational limits, and other elements
that depend on the final or even the as-built
design data. The limitations of the NRC findings must be fully described in the application
and agreed to in the safety evaluation report.

One issue, one review, one position strategy.
In 2006, N RC staff developed a design-centered
review approach (DCRA), which later was
approved by the Commission and described
in RIS 2006-06. The DCRA applies to design
certification (DC) and combined operating
license (COL) applications. It is based on the
practice of industry's standardizing COL applications (COLAs) that reference a particular
certified des ign. In an effort to optim ize the
review process-including needed resources
and review schedules-this approach adopts,
to the maximum extent feasible, a "one issue,
· one review, one position" strategy. Specifically,
NRC staff will conduct a technical review of
each reactor design issue and release one set of
findings to support its subsequent decis ions on
the DC and on multiple COLAs. For the process to be effective, it is essential that applicants
referencing a particu lar design make every effort
to standardize their applications. In this way,
the NRC staff's technical review and findings
can be co nducted and crafted using concepts
and language that align with the standard
appl ication, known as the reference COLA
or R-COLA. If this is done, those findings become applicable to later COLAs or S-COLAs
that reference the standard . Thus, the use of
SDAs meets the Comm ission's objective of
"o ne issue, one review, one position" in a new
manner. Confirmation of the utili ty of SDAs
in R-COLA and S-COLA appl ications would
add confidence to this process.

46 See discussion of"safery finding" as used in final NRC SERs before approval of a DCA or COLA.
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c. Example of an SDA Scope
To better understand what an SDA might look like,
the major topical areas relating to the nuclear island
hypothetical are organized in the following cable,
which generally illustrates the scope of agreement

SDA Application Chapter

Coverage *

that an applicant must reach with the NRC on an
SDA. In actual practice, the specificity of details
would increase two or more levels (i.e., on the
order of 300-400 line items) .47

Comments

1 - Introduction

Some

Providing design overview and gap analysis results ; SDA boundary descript ion and
interfaces with ESP, DCA, COLA, Topical Reports

2 - Site Characteristics

Some

Defining environmental conditions for safety analysis

3 - Design of SSC Criteria

Most

Provid ing design information consistent with boundary defin itions

4- Reactor

All

Setting forth full reactor design

5 - Reactor Coolant System

All

Setting forth full reactor cooling design up to agreed boundary

6 - Engineered Safety Features

All

Describing passive and active features plus containment

7 - Instrumentation and Controls

Most

Providing design for safety and rea ctor controls ; automation plan

8 - Electric Power

Some

Providing design for 1E power required for safety (AC or DC) and offsite power
functional designs

9 - Auxiliary Systems

Some

Providing design for risk significant SSC functional designs supporting PRA

10 - Steam and Power Conversion

Limited

Providing design for secondary heat exchanger to agreed boundary

11 - Radioactive Waste Management

Limited

Setting forth bounding source terms

12 - Radiation Protection

Limited

Setting forth functional requirements and boundary conditions

13 - Conduct of Operations

Limited

Providing detail needed to understand concept of operations, and instrumentation &
controls (l&C) and human factors engineering (HFE) requi rements

14 - ITAAC / Init ial Plant Testing

Limited

15 - Accident Analysis

Most

16 - Technical Specifications

Limited

Providing information for rea ctor design topics only; general ITAAC approach
Providing analysis for rea ctor-i sland events
Providing safety parameter limits for nuclear island SSCs

17-QA and RA

Some

Providing QA plan only

18 - Human Factors Engineering

Some

Providing initial plans , functional analysis, PRA and human reliability analysis items

19 - Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Most

Establish to the extent Level 1,2 , 3 needed to support SSC classifi cation and develop
margins and uncertainty bounds for plant safety and siting

Safeguards Information

None

Environmental Report

None

Tier 1 and ITAAC

None

* Legend
Limited

Only narrow topics included where development of information occurs early in the design
process and is necessary to complete SDA review

Some

Select portions of the design require review in order to issue safety findings within the
scope of the SDA

Most

A substantial portion of th e chapter is required to support SDA findings. Some
interfacing system features or events can be omitted from the SDA and reviewed in the
DCA/ COLA when the corresponding information is submitted

All

All portions of the chapter are required

None

No development of the chapter needed

47 If a regulatory gap analysis has been prepared early in the pre-application process, this task can be simplified greatly. A gap analysis should
already have con rribured ro the develo pment of a design speci fic review standard (DSRS), if one is used. Ir is also a typical work prod uct
of any design an d licensing process that seeks to minimize regulatory surprises of the type inimical ro effi cient engi neering workflow.
The detailed o utline of DSRS sectio ns included in the FSAR ensures that all subseq uent sections are developed and included within the
DCAor CO LA.
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3 . STANDARD DESIGN APPROVAL BENEFITS

Generic findings for all licensing applications
and project types: The SDA is a fungible product
if the boundary definitions and conditions of use
are set at appropriate points. That allows various
plant application selections to reference the SDA,
if they fit the SDA's boundary conditions. These
plant application selections could include such topics as process heat use, co-generation products, and
plant configuration (e.g., single or multi-module).
The value of this approach is greatest for reference
plant configurations in R-COLAs developed
within 15 years of SDA approval.
Timing: The timing of an SDA is driven by the
development timeline of the entire nuclear plant
program. The functional development of the nuclear
island dictates functionaliry of the remainder of the
plant. Using an SDA focused on core nuclear SSC
design and performance may allow the NRC to
perform an early integrated review of the essential
elements of the nuclear design. This in turn has the
potential to expedite the review process and reduce
regulatory risk in later stages.
Finality: The staff's safery findings based on their
review of an SDA, which are documented in a final
design approval , are similar to the findings made by
the staff in the SERs issued in conjunction with the
review of topical reports. When an SDA or topical
report is incorporated by reference in a later application for a construction permit, operating license,
design certification, or combined license, the staff>s
safery findings are subject to further review during
public hearings and rulemaking processes, as may
be required based on the specific permit, license,
or certification being sought. (See Section IV.B.3
and finaliry provisions in 10 CFR 52.145.)
Incorporation into other Part 50 or Part 52
applications: As with topical reports, SDA findings
can be incorporated by reference into Part 50 or
Part 52 applications so long as the SDA is considered active. The existing practice of incorporating
ESP or DCA results into a COLA, CP, or OL should
be considered precedents that also apply to an SDA.
Program credibility (technical, performance,
schedule assurance, cost confidence) : Developing a
major application and, more importantly, securing
its review by the NRC accords a project substantial
credibiliry in the eyes of a wide variery of stakeholders, particularly regarding whether the remaining

work will be completed on time. It also provides
substantial confidence that the reviewed portion of
the design is stable, which in turn increases comfort
with stated cost and scope. Finally, it adds significant
credibiliry to new entrants who have little or no experience with nuclear development and delivery, and
provides a key milestone for project team members.

Reduced execution risk for COLA applicants:
The SDA resolves certain issues in much the same
way as a DCA. By substituting for significant
sections, the SDA simplifies both development and
review of the full COLA. This can decrease COLA
review time, particularly if it reduces the number
of requests for additional information (RAis) or
eliminates extended reviews of narrow COLArelated topics. Pursuing an SDA also has the potential to identify critical issues at a much earlier point
in the licensing process. For example, if additional
testing or analysis becomes necessary, discovering
this one or two years earlier may allow the developer
to maintain the original program schedule.
Confirmation of direction and scope for future
applications: The results of the SDA review shed
light on the efficacy of future applications that vary
from the baseline configuration. For example, if the
successful review of a nuclear island concludes that
its back-end applications will have little or no impact on its design, alternative application projects
can proceed with higher confidence of licensabiliry.
This is particularly useful for advanced designs
seeking to provide services other than electric
power (e.g., use of nuclear energy as a heat supply) .
4. STANDARD DESIGN APPROVAL REVIEW
DURATION

Several significant stages in the NRC's review of
a major application can individually add value and
credibiliry to a development program. The nominal
time frames for each stage, from initial submittal
to completion, are shown in brackets below. The
range of outcomes varies, depending on the complexiry of the issue raised, the applicant's timeliness
in responding, and the NRC's closure of open
items after it reviews initial RAI responses.
• Initial receipt for review based on completeness
[2 months]
• Initial review comments and requests for
additional information (RAis) [8 months]
• Draft SER [14 months]
• ACRS review [16 months]
• Final SER and approval [20-24 months]
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The NRC should evaluate and suggest options for
expediting SDA review to support a more efficient
advanced reactor licensing process, especially in
cases where the SDA covers a m ajor portion of
the design that has a more limited scope than the
nuclear island used as an example here.
Each milestone offers different benefits. The
initial acceptance for review confirms that the scope
and content of the work warrants application of
NRC resources. It also confirms that the pre-application plan is ready for submittal. If on schedule,
it underscores the developer's delivery capabiliry.
The initial round of RAls highlights any gaps or
Aaws in the design that require remedial action.
If gaps or Aaws are identified, the major application
subm ission arrives at a relatively early point, allowing changes to be more readily accommodated in
subsequent work plans. The draft SER and independent ACRS review confirm the adequacy of the
design in the areas reviewed and increase assurance
that NRC staff review has been thorough. Completion of the ACRS review also strengthens certainry
that the design is sound in the areas reviewed. The
final SER finalizes review of the SDA. This is highly
significant for future prospects of the design, as it
removes a large number of issues from further staff
review, absent a new, material fact that would alter
the original findings.

Developing an optional preliminary NRC review
milestone analogous to the VDR Phase 1 would
offer important benefits.
5. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS FROM STANDARD
DESIGN APPROVAL

Not all of the results of the SDA are final safery
findings. Certain specific conclusions from the
review may signal conditional approval subject to
further testing or analysis-steps that would be met
in the DCA or COLA, or by satisfying an ITAAC
during construction. Of these, some conditional
authorizations may highlight areas of uncertainry or,
for operational reasons, call for more conservative
margins than rypical. These results can then be
re-addressed and refined in the COLA in a man ner
that improves operational flexibiliry without undermining safery findings.
6. LIMITATIONS OF CONCLUSIONS

NRC conclusions will necessarily be limited by the
state of design and testing. As a result, caveats re-

garding incomplete design or pending confirmatory
tests should be expected. In some cases, safery findings covering reviewed portions of the design will
be contingent on the acceptable performance of
the overall plant or support system. In the case of
advanced reactors, for example, used fuel srorage
or fuel handling events outside of the reactor
could limit siting conditions, even though reactor
operations are considered to be extremely safe.
In consequence, some residual risk of incomplete
or conditional approval remai ns, much in the same
way that design acceptance criteria, ITAAC or commissioning testing pose a slight risk of failure late
in the delivery process. It may nonetheless be useful
in some instances to have preliminary findings in
hand before expensive tests are completed. The interim feedback may help the ap plicant to justifyprior to final application and approval-the additional tasks required to validate that certain design
features or chemical/physical processes operate
as expected, and thus support the application.
If interim feedback will not be of assistance, the
applicant need not incorporate that step in its
licensing project plan (LPP). Nonetheless, identification of residual open items can help a broad
range of stakeholders assess their continued or
future involvement in the program.

D. Providing a Statement of
Licensing Feasibility
One regulatory product that many US advanced
reactor developers have requested is an early-stage
optional pre-application review akin to that issued
by the Canadian Nuclear Safery Commission
(CNSC) in the vendor design review (VDR) process
(see Section III.B.l.a for more details on the VDR).
One option to explore involves the NRC's designing and developing a process like the CNSC's
VDR Phase 1, with defined focus areas and a limited
scope of review. The applicant and the NRC would
agree upon the selected focus areas for review, timeframes, and review budgets in the licensing project
plan . The product of such a program might serve
as a statement of licensing feasibiliry.
Developing an optional preliminary NRC
review milestone analogous to the VDR Phase l,
which assesses whether design intent is compliant
with regulatory requirements, would offer important benefits-it would: (i) standardize a review
phase that, because of its limited cost and duration,
could be used by stakeholders to compare available
design options; (ii) provide early feedback to the
applicant, allowing timely alterations in approach
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ro better meet regulatory obligations; and (ii i)
provide useful structure to pre-application
engagement.

ro consider timelines and resources carefully. For
the most effective planning, the applicant will need
ro understand the timelines of the various stakeholders (with progressively increasing detail and
precision) and then implemen t a level of coordination that has been lacking in past development
efforts. For effective execution, both the applicant
and the NRC must be held accountable ro the
agreed-upon schedu le and deliverables.
The net benefit of this will be co nsiderable. The
LPP will enable more effective communication and
quicker resolution of issues, while clarifying regularory requirements and interpretations, and serving

E. Staged Licensing Results
1. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES

Opportunities for multistage licensing exist in
current NRC regulations. Options are illustrated
in Figure IV-2. If these are pursued , the most significant changes will occur in the internal processes
and planning of both the applicant and the NRC.
he development of a licensing project plan will
require both parties-but especially the applicant-

FIGURE IV - 2

Available Stages for Licensing an Advanced Reactor
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as a project's roadmap. It will enable both the applicant and the NRC to plan resource allocation
in accordance with the content and volume of
upcoming submissions and reviews. If the applicant
is able to integrate its design and licensing plans,
it can avoid surprises of the type that can lead to
design change delays or protracted agency reviews.
In short, by exposing problems early, time will
remain to fix them.

Realization of advanced nuclear energy
production in the next decade is a strong
possibility if proper policies are enacted.
The individual milestones created by a staged
licensing process will provide a clear signal to
applicants, investors, strategic partners, customers,
employees, and other stakeholders that a project is
moving forward according to plan. These also will
help new entrants establish earlier credibility, will
reduce the perceived likelihood of failure in Licensing,
and will diminish the actual likelihood of schedule
slip by identifying critical issues and gaps promptly.
2.

IMPROVED TIMELINE POTENTIAL

Many factors are expected to shorten the development cycle for advanced nuclear reactors. Shortening this cycle is a must if nuclear innovation is to
move forward at a productive pace. Factors that
will help speed things along include new reactor
designs, modern design tools, factory fabrication
and field assembly, and the incorporation of licensing considerations in integrated project planning.
Figure IV-3 illustrates the potential benefits, which
should be compared with the existing process in
Figure 11-1. Even greater efficiency may be possible

for smaller designs or designs that accommodate
faster construction schedules. This illustration represents a first of a kind project; later projects would
proceed more rapidly. Further schedule reduction
would be possible for projects electing not to
participate in pre-licensing activities or electing
to pursue technology approval and project specific
approval more in parallel. Where the current
ALWR commercialization timeline has been on the
order of 25 years, this improved approach yields a
process, from pre-conceptual design to commercial
operation, of 15 years or less. Many advanced
reactor designs have already advanced several years
along this path, so realization of advanced nuclear
energy production in the next decade is a strong
possibility if proper policies are enacted in the US
as a whole and at the NRC. These polices would
include the regulatory adjustments discussed in this
chapter, but also corresponding funding support
to enable NRC's development of new methods and
hiring of advanced reactor experts and consulting
expertise. A revision to the NRC's current fee recovery structure would be needed to fully enable this. 48
Funding support to reduce the burden of costly
NRC fees on license applicants will also be needed.
Industry and policymakers as a whole will need to
deliver a coordinated message to the NRC to enable
swift change, and should take a more active role in
communicating with the NRC, DOE, and other
stakeholders on the challenges involved in licensing
and technology development to support the broader
policy development. Another opportunity for industry to drive faster progress li es in coordination
with research and standards organizations to
develop codes, standards, and conventions for
advanced nuclear power, some of which could
be adopted by the NRC.

48 The FY201 7 appropriation of $5 million for NRC work to develop regulatory infrastructure for advanced reactor technologies is an
excellent interim measure, but long-term support for this work wi LI likely require a more systematic division of funding responsibilities
between taxpayers and licensees.
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F. Finality of Decisions in a Staged
Licensing Process
Staging the licensing process under current regulation will involved the use of a variety of regulatory
mechanisms and processes to issue decisions and
fin.dings on (i) discrete technical issues (involving,
for example, the design, analysis, and expected
performance of specific structures, systems, or components (SSCs) of a reactor facility); (ii) necessary
boundary conditions and interface requirements
for the SSCs being examined; (iii) integration and
interaction of one or more SSCs to form larger and
more complex elements of a reactor system; (iv) the
design of the entire nuclear power reactor or major
portions thereof (using a standard design approval
(SDA) under 10 CFR Pare 52, Subpart E); and (v)
ulcimacely, combining all of che necessary elements
of a complete facility design into an application
for a license (DC, COL, or CP a nd OL).
The review mechanisms at each stage will differ.
As a result, che nature and finality of che findings
will vary, depending on che review mechanism. For
example, che topical report (TR) mechanism can be
ap plied to obtain findings on maccers covered in (i),
(ii), and (iii) above. Topical report results can also
be used or referenced to obtain findings on maccers

covered in (iv) 49 above. In the case of SDAs under
Subpart E of Pare 52, applications will be reviewed
for compliance with che standards set out in 10
CFR Pares 20, 50 and ics ap pendices, 73, and 100.
See 10 CFR 52.139. The findings of acceptability
are "subject to appropriate terms and conditions"
(10 CFR 52.143) and will not be relied upon by
NRC staff or che ACRS if there is "significant new
information chat substantially affects che earlier
determination or ocher good cause" (10 CFR
52.145). As to finality, NRC staff findings in topical report reviews and SDAs can be used and relied
upon by NRC staff (and, in che case of an SDA,
che ACRS) in che review of any individual facility
license application chat incorporates them by reference, absent these exceptions: (i) if significant new
information lacer comes to light, (ii) if a new regulatio n substantially affects che earlier determinatio n,
or (iii) if ocher good cause exists. Ac the same time,
the determinatio ns and report by staff do not conscicuce a commitment to issue a permit or license,
or in any way affect che autho rity of che Commission, che Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB),
or a presiding officer in any proceeding under 10
CFR Pare 2. See 10 CFR 52.145.

49 Topical report results can also be part of the application for any of the licenses described in (v) , bur rhe findings will nor be binding on
rhe Commission.
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CHAPTER V

OTHER POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
TO ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING
A. Providing a More Technology-Inclusive
Licensing Process

T

ECHNOLOGY-INCLUSIVE LICENSING

approaches provide important safety and
economic benefits. 50 Prescriptive requirements are necessarily developed around the
regulator's expectations, and these tend to be based
on past experience. Because they cannot easily
incorporate novel approaches, these requirements
tend to place regulatory impediments and delays
in the path of innovation. That is a great disservice
when innovation incorporates the state of the artincluding decades of progress in materials science,
computing, manufacturing, and creative thinking
-and encompasses developments that can make
reactors safer and more economical. Society has
much to gain from a regulatory process that
expedites, rather than delays, the introduction
of advanced technologies.
Both at a high level and on a detailed level, the
use of technology-inclusive approaches can reduce
barriers to innovation by ensuring that no new
design concept or engineering ap proach is held
back by the absence of extensive regulatory guidance.
At a high level, the NRC should develop and implement a risk-informed, performance-based framework that relies less on prescriptive requirements.
Even though this can build on work already finished,
the full framework will take years to complete. Thus,
it has to begin now. At the same time, the NRC can

move more expeditiously to increase its use of
risk-informed, performance-based (RIPB) techniques in circumstances offering particular benefit.
Industry will need to work with the NRC to identify appropriate situations, provide the necessary
analysis and justification, and help engineer this
change. Examples of fully-formed and nascent
RIPB approaches, at both the framework level
and for situational use, exist today. Efforts should
build upon these.
The next sections of this report discuss the use
of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) as a safety
analysis tool, previous efforts by the NRC to develop
a risk-informed licensing framework, current uses
of RIPB regulation, and recommendatio ns for
increasing the use of such regulation going
forward.
1. PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
AS A REGULATORY TOOL

A method key to accurate risk-informed decisionmaking is probabilistic risk assessment, or PRA.
PRA assesses: (i) what can go wrong, (ii) how likely
that is, and (iii) what the probable consequences
will be. 51 By attempting to include all "initiating
events" (causes of accident scenarios), PRA can
be more thorough than expert judgment. However,
because PRA is limited by the quality and completeness of the PRA model used and its inputs,
a combination of PRA and traditional engineering

50 Here, "technology-inclusive" means using methods of evaluation chat are formu lated in a way that is as flexible as practicable for application co a variety of reactor technologies. This can include the use of risk-informed and performance-based techniques, probabilistic
risk assessment, and other cools and methods, with the aim of minimizing prescriptive aspects of standards and evaluation techniques.
51 Apostolakis, G.E. Lecture Notes for MIT course 22.39 "Elements of Reactor Design, Operations, and Safety." Fall 2006. http://ocw.rnit.
edulcourseslnuclear-engineering/22-39-integration-ofreactor-design-operations-and-safetyjall-2006/l.ecture-notesllec7__ga.pdf
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analysis may be optimal for high-level analyses
or where the model is incomplete.
The first major use of PRA in the commercial
nuclear industry was a 1975 study, described in
"Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident
Risk in US Commercial Nuclear Power Plants." 52•53
The Reactor Safety Study was undertaken in an
effort to quantitatively assess the risk posed by
reactor accidents, to develop approaches for such
assessments, and to identify areas for future safety
research. 54 The NRC's assessment of plant safety
at the time focused in part on a set of postulated
severe accident sequences (called design basis
accidents, or DBAs) that were thought to provide
adequate insight into a plant's ability to respond
to safety threats. These accident sequences were
developed based on engineering judgment
supported by experiments and computer codes.
What the quantitative probabilistic analysis of
the study suggested-and what received reinforcement following the Three Mile Island nuclear
accident in 1979-was that design basis events,
although severely testing a plant's safety response,
were not necessarily the most safety-significant
events. In fact, using a more systematic evaluation
process (that is, early PRA), it was possible to identify beyond-design basis accident sequences that
were more important from a public safety perspective than the traditional sequences used in NRC
assessments. A key lesson was char these accident
sequences deserved particular attention, and char
designers should employ safety systems or design
approaches to mitigate them. The Reactor Safety
Study also revealed char the likelihood of core
damage was higher than previously thought, and
that the public safety consequences of that damage
were lower than previously rhoughr. 55
A lesson from the many industry sponsored,
plant-specific PRAs that followed the Reactor Safety
Study was char each nuclear power plant has a
different set of vulnerabilities, requiring special
attention to operating procedures, maintenance

programs, and incident response strategies. For
advanced reactors that adopt novel ways to address
operation and safety, a strong case can be made for
using PRA to identify the most safety-significant
systems, structures, components, initiating events,
and accident scenarios. Experience suggests char
this approach will yield a more realistic picture
than deterministic approaches (e.g., engineering
judgment) can, standing alone. PRA will also
decrease costs by focusing resources and attention
on the systems that are the most crucial for safety,
and by enabling more elegant design and engineering solutions than those mandated by deterministic
methods-which are based on past experience
and thus are less adept at incorporating new ideas.
The most thorough safety analysis will come from
the combined use of a design-specific PRA, traditional engineering analysis, and performancebased monitoring.
2. PAST AND CURRENT NRC INITIATIVES
AND PRACTICES

The NRC has undertaken several initiatives to
develop a more technology-neutral licensing process.
One involves the so-called "Part 53" program ,
focusing on the development of a risk-informed,
performance-based (RIPB) regulatory framework
for advanced reactors. This effort began in the early
2000s, in part due to growing interest in non-LWR
reactors and rhe related recognition char existing
regulations and guidance were generally LWRcentric.56 The Part 53 development program was
terminated several years later due to waning interest
in advanced reactors and the substantial cost and
rime required to implement such a program. The
most recent examination of RIPB practices was
performed by the Risk Management Task Force,
which outlined a risk management regulatory
framework that would incorporate RIPB regularion. 57
This effort, led by then-Commissioner George
Aposrolakis, culminated in the publication in 2012
ofNUREG-2150: A Proposed Risk Management

52 It is alternately referred to as "The Reactor Safety Study," WASH-1400, or "The Rasmussen Report," as it was directed by Professor
Norman Rasmussen of MIT. http:!lwww.osti.gov/scitech/servletslpur//7339389.
53 Knief, R.A. Nuclear Engineering Theory and Technology of Commercial Nuclear Power Second Edition. 1992.
54 Ibid.
55 Apostolakis, G.E. Lecture Notes for MIT course 22.39 "Elemenrs of Reactor Design, Operations, and Safety." Fall 2006.
http:l/ocw.mit.edulcourses/nudear-engineering/22-39-integration-ofreactor-design-operations-and-safetyjall-2006//ecture-notes//ec7__ga.pdf
56 See NUREG-1860 "Feasibility Study for a Risk-Informed and Performance-Based Regulatory Structure for Future Plant Licensing,
Volumes 1 and 2 (NUREG- 1860)", October 2007. http:llwww.nrc.govlreading-mi/doc-co//ectionslnuregslstajflsrl8601.
57 See NUREG-2150 "A Proposed Risk Management Regulatory Framework" April 2012 , http://www. nrc.govlreading-rmldoc-collections/
nuregslstaiflsr2150. NUREG-2150 is the most recent examination of the use of RIPB practices. The recommendations of the report
have not been adopted and continue to be studies by industry and NRC staff.
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Regulatory Framework. At present, the Commission
has not provided guidance on whether it intends to
move forward in the direction that NUREG-2150
recommends. However, on December 18, 2015,
NRC staff issued a memorandum, SECY-15-0168,
recommending that the Commission "use its existing regulatory framework to continue to make
risk-informed regulatory improvements in an
incremental manner." 58 In other words, staff recommended that the Commission not seek to design
a new RIPB regulatory framework. However, the
staff also stated:
The staff believes that the adoption of a riskinformed regulatory framework, similar in concept to an RMRF, would provide the greatest
benefits for new reactor designs that employ
non-traditional technologies (e.g., Generation
IV designs) . The staff will continue to engage
stakeholders interested in pursuing such a
risk-informed framework. 59
At the situational level, examples involving proposals for or use of RIPB approaches can be found
in applications for operating reactors, in the recent
Small Modular Reactor Licensing Program, and
in the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP)
Program. The NRC has also built a set of policy
positions and implementation plans for both PRA
and risk-informed decision-making. These include
a major 1995 policy statement on the "Use of
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in Nuclear
Activities" that encouraged increasing reliance on
PRA in conjunction with the defense-in-depth
philosophy. 60
Through Regulatory Guides 1.1 74, 1.175,
1.1 76, 1.1 77, and 1.178, the NRC has provided
guidance for using PRA to support changes in
the licensing basis (design, operation, and other

modifications) for operating plants.61
In 1999, the NRC promulgated 10 CFR 50.65,
commonly referred to as "the maintenance rule."
The maintenance rule requires that licensees use
risk information to guide their maintenance activities, thus helping to ensure that plant safety is not
inadvertently degraded by a maintenance action.
Regulatory Guide 1.160, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants," provides methods for complying with 10 CFR 50.65 .62
A related regulation is 10 CFR 50.69, "Risk-informed categorization and treatment of structures,
systems, and components for nuclear power reactors."
The success of these efforts demonstrates that
probabilistic risk assessments have matured to the
point that the NRC and industry fundamentally
agree on methods for applying PRA and, in limited
circumstances, for using chose methods. 63 •64
The most recent efforts to introduce risk-informed methods have centered on small modular
light water reactors. Industry has proposed that
risk-informed approaches be used to set emergency
planning zones and control room staffing, and
manage security. The NRC is in the process of
reviewing the proposal for revised emergency planning zones. These approaches will also have direct
relevance to many advanced non-light water reactors, so their development is of prime importance.
Even more relevant to advanced reactors have
been past efforts to employ risk-informed techniques
in the reactor evaluations in the 1980s and 1990s
and in the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP)
Project, as described in Section III.A. The NGNP
Project involved a high temperature, gas-cooled
reactor, an advanced design dramatically different
from an LWR. The project proposed to use PRA
for several applications, including:
• Input to selection of licensing basis events
(accident sequences);

58 SECY- 15-01 68: "Recommendations on Iss ues Related to Implementation of Risk Management Regulatory Framework"

http:!!pbadupws. nrc.govldocs/MLJ 530/MLJ 5302AJ 35.html.
59 Ibid .
60 USN RC, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in N uclear Activities: Final Policy Statement," Federal Register,
Vol. 60, p. 42622 August 16, 1995.
6 1 For example, Regulatory Guide 1.1 74: ''An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on
Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis." http:!!pbadupws.nrc.govldocs/ML0037/ML003740133.pdf
62 http:!!pbadupws. nrc.gov!docs!MLJ 136/Mll 13610098.pdf
63 N RC Review of "Electric Power Research lnstitute's Advanced Light Water Reactor Utili ty Requirements Document Vol. 3 Part 1 Passive
Plant Designs" NUREG- 1242 August 1994 http:!!pbadupws.nrc.gov!docs!MLJ006/ML100610048.pdf provides useful insight into the
rationale for using risk-info rmed decisions fo r advanced passive LWRs.
64 Industry consensus standards have been an d are being developed by the ANS and ASME Joint Committee on N uclear Risk Management
UCNRM). As these standards are completed , the N RC has endorsed them fo r use-sometimes with certain limitations-in individual
regulatory guides and review standards. Technology-independent standards are included in the library of standards under JCNRM 's
purview.
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•
•

Input co safety classification of structures,
systems, and components; and
Risk-informed evaluation of defense-in-depth.

Because the NGNP project has not proceeded on
schedule, licensing has not been completed and the
Commission has not made core policy decisions
on how co approach these PRA applications. Issues
raised in the NGNP review as well as earlier reviews
are relevant co many ocher advanced reactors under
development today. Their resolution would significancly reduce the uncertainty chat surrounds the
licensing of advanced reactors.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS

The NRC should designate a special technical
team co develop a plan co implement a cechnologyindusive licensing and regulatory framework for
advanced reactors based on risk-informed and performance-based principles. The technical team should
propose a roadmap for putting the new framework
into practice by 2025, and then be given the administrative flexibility and resources co succeed.
Because chis framework will not be ready immediately, it should remain optional (similar co the Pare
52 licensing processes as an alternative co the Pare
50 process)-ac lease until it is fully demonstrated.
That way, its development will not delay current
projects.
At the same time, for advanced reactors pursuing commercialization and licensing in the immediate future, the NRC and license applicants should
work together to adapt the agency's light water
reactor (LWR)-centric requirements so that they are
better suited co advanced reactors seeking licenses
in the near term, while, wherever appropriate,
increasing the use of risk-informed and performancebased techniques. The recent formation of the NRC
Risk Informed Licensing Initiatives team provides
a central place to pursue efforts to expand RIPB
strategies for currencly operating reactors. Eicher
forming such a team for advanced reactors, or
expanding the size and responsibility of the current
team co include advanced reactor issues would
enable rapid progress.
For new technologies, alternative approaches
to the exemption process should be considered.
Recently, applicants have used the practice of seeking relief from certain inapplicable or partially

65 http:!lpbadupws. nrc.govldocs/MLJ 435/MLJ 4353A246.pdf
66 Confusion about terminology is also a problem in this area.

applicable requirements. For example, during
recent licensing activities for light water small
modular reactors, applicants experienced increased
cost and slower review due to difficulty in executing
the NRC's exemption processes. Advanced reactor
designers from both traditional industrial organizations and small start-ups are concerned with the
cost and schedule uncertainty associated with the
exemption process (as well as potential negative
perception chat applicants are trying co avoid stringent safety regulation). As a result, they are hesitant
co submit applications without first being assured
chat exemption requests will be meaningfully
processed. A means should be available earlier in
the process for the NRC and the applicant co reach
agreement on alternative compliance strategies for
specific requirements that are only partially applicable or are not applicable at all. The LPP would
be a natural place to do this, once the NRC and
stakeholders have identified promising approaches .
This will increase efficiency and effectiveness in
the design and regulation of advanced technologies
without sacrificing safety or security.
Another activity co lighten the burden of LWRcentric regulations is the DOE/NRC Advanced
Reactor Licensing Initiative, described in "Guidance
for Developing Principal Design Criteria for
Advanced (Non-Light Water) Reactors," 65 a
report issued in December, 2014.
Finally, given the substantial investments
that industry and the DOE already have made in
developing and submitting the NGNP and earlier
advanced reactor proposals (and chat the NRC
has made in evaluating chose proposals), we recommended chat NRC staff complete their evaluation
of the policy issues identified in those submittals,
and chat the Commission review chose evaluations
and issue its decisions.

B. Preparing and Clarifying an Advanced
Reactor Demonstration Licensing
Process
A critical obstacle to commercializing innovative
nuclear power technologies is chat there is no dear
pathway for a first demonstration. Here we use the
term demonstration to encompass prototypes, test
reactors, pilot-scale reactors, research reactors, and
ocher first-of-a-kind projects chat may be needed
to propel a new technology to commercialization. 66

STRATEGIES FOR ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING

Alrhough many early demonsrrarion reactors were
heavily supported and ofren managed by rhe federal
governmenr, iris generally accepred rhar advanced
reactors under development today will be demonsrrared by coalitions backed by major private-sector
partners. Nonetheless, as discussed in rhe Inrroduction, a significant component of this challenge
continues to relare to regularion.
The procedure for licensing a demonstration
reactor is not well understood, pardy because such
a reactor has nor been builr in rhe recent past. The
NRC should provide a clear and achievable regulatory pathway for developing, licensing, and deploying advanced reactor protorypes, demonsrrarion
reactors, and test reactors, with provisions for both
power generaring and non-power rypes.
The NRC and DOE will each play important
roles in advanced reactor demonstrations, but
neither DOE, nor NRC, nor rhe advanced reactor
communiry appears sufficiendy prepared at rhis
point to support such a demonstration. The following secrions summarize the aurhoriry of DOE and
the NRC regarding demonstration facilities , and
highlight issues thar will need to be addressed to
ready the licensing process for advanced demonstration reactors.
1. SUMMARY OF CURRENT DOE AND
NRC RESPONSIBILITIES

In brief, DOE is authorized to oversee research and
test its own reactors, if the purpose is to advance
R&D; NRC is authorized to license research and
test reactors rhat are privately owned a nd operared,
or are operated "for rhe purpose of demonstrating
rhe suitabiliry for commercial application of such
a reactor."67
To be specific, NRC is responsible for (i) all
non-milirary reactors developed for commercial or
indusrrial power purposes, (ii) AEA § 103-authorized

research and development involving nuclear materials,
(iii) research reactors and protorype reactors, and
(iv) non-power reactors and nuclear testing facilities
for commercial or indusrrial purposes, pursuant
to AEA § 104. NRC also is authorized to make
arrangements to conduct research and development
activities relating to the regulation of reactors within its jurisdiction. 68 The distincrion berween commercial reactors and test facilities, set forth in
10 CFR 50.22, defines the former as a faciliry for
which more than 50% of the annual cost of owning
and operating the reactor is devored to rhe production of materials, products, or energy for sale or
commercial distriburion, or is devored to rhe sale
of services-orher than research and development,
or tra ining. Commercial reactors are licensed
under AEA § 103. If a res ring faci li ry falls under
rhe 10-MW rhreshold, it could be licensed under
AEA §104c. This would generare more flexibiliry
in licensing, given rhar rhe Commission is directed
under AEA §104c "to impose only such minimum
amount of regulation of the licensee as the Commission finds will permit the Commission to fulfill
its obligations under [the AEA] to promote the
common defense and securiry and protect the
health and safery of the public .... "69
For its part, DOE is responsible for all military
reactors and has authoriry over all DOE-owned
reacrors rhar collecr research data, or resr fuels or
marerials. DOE is aurhorized to make arrangements
-via contracts, agreements, and loans- to conduct
research and development activities for reactors
wirhin irs jurisdicrion. In its energy development
role, DOE holds the sole authoriry to use irs own
facilities ro conducr research "for orhers."70
Whichever agency oversees a given demonstrarion reacror, rhe other agency will likely provide
technical support. Thus, it is imporrant for the
NRC robe closely involved in eirher role so rhar

67 Energy Reorganizatio n Act of 1974 §20 2(2)
68 Since the ERA, R& D under the AEA is divided by intent and purpose: (i) DO E is authorized to perform nuclear developmental (i .e.,
promotio nal) work an d to conduct research that will support rhar work; (ii) N RC R& D cannot be promotional, bur rather is to focus
on con firmin g the adequacy of rhe agency's regulations and guidance, as well as rhe safety analysis codes and processes used in nuclear
regulation and licensing. R& D to develop m aterials, components, and processes for advanced reactors would likely be deemed
promotio nal, and thus a job for DOE.
69 This·same fl exibili ty exists under 104b fo r demo nstration reactors of the type developed prior to 1970, bur speci fic legislation is required
to use this provision today. Authorization fo r the NGNP Program in the Energy Policy Act of2005 specifically assigned to the N RC
responsibility for NGN P licensing activities, eliminating any ambiguity regarding the authori ty of the N RC and DOE over that program.
70 AEA §33 - Research fo r Others specifically provides that, "where the [Ato mic Energy) Commission [here, DOE] fin ds pri vate facilities
or laboratories are inadequate for the purpose, it is authorized to conduct fo r other persons, through its own facilities, such of those
activities and studies of the types specified in section 3 1 as it deems appropriate to the development of energy." AEA §3 1 addresses R&D
related to nuclear processes; the theory and production of atomic energy; processes, materials and devices related to such production ;
and many other topics.
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The NuScale Power Control Room Simulator is designed to simulate the operation of a 12-module NuScale power plant.

it becomes more familiar with advanced technology, and ensures chat the quality assurance program
is sufficiently robust to produce testing results
able to support a commercial license application.
Continuing development and execution of advanced
reactor technology knowledge management and
training opportunities for NRC staff would be
useful both for demonstration projects and for
commercial projects.
2. KEY ISSUES

Confusion about the licensing of advanced
demonstration reactors exists around terminology,
responsibility, and requirements.
Terms are not generally used consistently
among industry or the NRC, or even within the
relevant statutes. Although there have been some
efforts to improve this, we suggest chat the NRC
and stakeholders identify which terms are useful,
determine which ones are defined by statutes and
regulations, resolve discrepancies where possible,
and identify any gaps chat may need to be filled
by additional policies, regulations, or legislation.
In particular, definitions of production and utilization facilities should be resolved; breeder reactors
chat are not used for defense purposes may not have
been contemplated by otherwise-relevant statutes
and regulations. As a resulc, their classification
may be unclear, hindering efficient processing
of applications.

NRC responsibility for licensing non-power
reactors lies with the Research and Test Reactor
Branch of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, but the locus of responsibility is less obvious
when the full spectrum of possible demonstration
reactors is considered. A clarification of responsibility may follow naturally from a clarification
of terminology.
Regulatory guidelines have been developed
for only a few advanced reactor types. As potential
demonstration reactor applicants approach readiness, it would facilitate agency evaluation if NRC
guidelines were expanded to address additional
advanced reactor types. These guidelines could be
developed using funds appropriated specifically
for chis purpose, outside of the fee base. Ocher
improvements could include the development
of regulatory guidance for a demonstration chat
is significantly smaller, less hazardous, or with a
shorter operating life than a commercial unit. It
would also be useful to develop guidelines addressing how a prototype plant (as defined in 50.2 and
referenced in 50.43(e)) could be used to support
che design certification or licensing of a firsc-ofa-kind plant. The method for authorizing the
operation of the prototype and for converting it
to a regular commercial license after completion
of testing should be explained as well.
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CHAPTER VII

RECOMMENDATIONS

T

HE PURPOSE OF THIS

REPORT

has been to propose strategies that facilitate
the efficient, cost-effective, and predictable
licensing of power plants in the United
States. These are nuclear plants that would generate
clean, safe, sustainable, reliable, affordable, and
proliferation-resistant energy through the use of
innovative technologies, and that would improve
the quality of our lives and the health of our
environment.
Specifically, this report has set forth the foundation for a consultation among stakeholders that
results in an improved process for licensing the
next generation of nuclear reactors. Such a process
would incorporate discrete stages for improved
project risk management and, where appropriate,
risk-informed and performance-based strategies.
Our major recommendations are set forth below
in three catego ries: regulatory, policy, and industry
recommendations.

A. Regulatory
1. To structure a staged review of advanced
reactors and support long-range resource
planning by the agency and the applicant,
the NRC and industry should develop and
employ guidelines for a licensing project
plan (LPP). The LPP would be a living
document that serves as a roadmap for the
entire process, defining-in as much detail
as possible-project schedules, testing
requirements, deliverables, and NRC review
budgets. The most effective approach will
be for the applicant and the NRC to design
a licensing project plan that establishes
milestones corresponding to meaningful

stage-gates along a given project's development pathway and that take full advantage
of the NRC's readiness to review specific
aspects of the design. To provide the foundation for open communication and effective project management, we recommend
that, as soon as a potential applicant initiates interaction with the NRC, the agency
produce an initial LPP establishing guidelines that define the working relationship
among the parties. This should help to
ensure rapid resolution of conflicts and
efficient progress. The NRC and potential
applicants should discuss the appropriate
contents of an LPP during this initial
engagement period, and the LPP should be
built up with additional detail as the project
progresses and it is possible to foresee upcoming interactions. Much of the responsibility for designing an effective LPP lies
with the applicant; the applicant will need
to understand a project's design , development, deployment, and investment milestones in order to propose corresponding
licensing milestones. At the same time,
NRC expectations for the level of design
detail must correspond to the particular
milestone, and be clearly communicated
to potential developers. (See Section IV.A
for further detail.)
2. The NRC should promote and ap plicants
should use topical reports and the standard
design approval as tools to introduce stages
into the advanced reactor licensing process,
while emphasizing the need to achieve a
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level of finality that supports staged decision
making. These cools can be employed under
current regulations, if the proper staff guidance and policies are put in place; the proposed licensing project plan could structure
their use. (See Section IV for further detail.)
3. The NRC should develop and employ an
optional statement of licensing feasibility
process with time frames and budgets to
be agreed upon in the licensing project plan.
This would permit it to more easily assess
whether an applicant's design intent was
conceptually aligned and consistent with
established regulatory requirements. Doing
so would offer important benefits: (i) it
would standardize a review phase chat,
because of its limited cost and duration,
could be used by stakeholders to compare
available design options; (ii) it would provide early feedback to the applicant, allowing timely alterations in approach to better
meet regulatory obligations; and (iii) it
would provide useful structure to preapplicacion engagement. (See Section
IV.D for further detail.)
Figure VII-1 depicts the elements that could be
used to support the staged licensing of an advanced
reactor, structured by an LPP. This can be implemented under existing NRC authority; it would
not require an Act of Congress.
4. The Comm ission and license applicants should
work together to adapt the agency's light water
reactor (LWR)-cencric requirements so chat they
are better suited to advanced reactors seeking
licenses in the near term, while, wherever appropriate, increasing the use of risk-informed
and performance-based techniques. For new
technologies, alternative approaches to the exemption process should be considered. Recendy,
applicants have used the practice of seeking
relief from certain inapplicable or partially
applicable requirements. For example, during
recent licensing activities for light water small
modular reactors, applicants experienced increased cost and slower review due to difficulty
in executing the NRC's exemption processes.

Advanced reactor designers from both traditional industrial organizations and small startups are concerned with the cost and schedule
uncertainty associated with the exemption
process (as well as potential negative perception
that applicants are trying to avo id stringent
safety regulation). As a result, they are hesitant to submit applications without first being
assured chat exemption requests will be meaningfully processed. A means should be available earlier in the process for the NRC and
the applicant to reach agreement on alternative
compliance strategies for specific requirements
chat are only partially applicable or are not
applicable at all. The LPP would be a natural
place to do chis, once the NRC and stakeholders have identified promising approaches. This
will increase efficiency and effectiveness in the
·design and regulation of advanced technologies
without sacrificing safety or security. (See
Section IV.A for further detail.)
5. The NRC and DOE should continue to move
forward with the DOE/NRC Advanced Reactor
Licensing lnitiacive. 71 This will help to establish
and clarify acceptable approaches for creating
the underlying design criteria associated with
these concepts, thereby removing a portion
of the regulatory uncertainty associated with
advanced non-LWRs. See Section V.A for
further detail.)
6. Given the substantial investments chat have
already been made by industry and DOE
in pre-application reports and proposals for advanced reactors (including the Next Generation
Nuclear Plant), and by NRC staff in evaluating
chem, the NIA recommends chat (i) the NRC
complete its evaluation and the Commission
issue its decisions or opinions at chis stage of
the application, and (ii) generic issues raised
by DOE and NRC be resolved through the
issuance of guidance for advanced reactor
applicants. (See Section V.A for further detail.)
7. At the same time that the NRC pursues the
above initiatives, the NRC should designate a
special technical team to develop a plan to implement a technology-inclusive licensing and

7 1 This was most recently described in the following report: US Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, Guidance
for Developing Principal Design Criteria for Advanced (Non-Light Water) Reactors, December, 2014. http:llpbadupws.nrc.govldocsl

MLJ 435/MLJ 4353A246.pdf

STRATEGIES FOR ADVANCED REACTOR LICENSING

FIGURE Vll-1

Available Stages for Licensing an Advanced Reactor
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regulatory framework for advanced reactors
based on risk-informed and performance-based
principles. The technical team should propose
a roadmap for putting the new framework into
practice by 2025, and then be given the administrative flexibiliry and resources to succeed.
Because this framework will not be ready immediately, it should remain optional (simi lar to
the Part 52 licensing processes as an alternative
to the Part 50 process)-at least until it is fully
demonstrated. That way, its development will
not delay current projects. (See Section V.A
for further detail.)

8. To provide a clear and achievable regulatory
pathway for developing and deploying advanced
demonstration reactors, the NRC should:
1.
In collaboration with stakeholders, clarify
terminology and resolve discrepancies and
gaps in statutes, regulations, and practice;
11. Using terminology revised pursuant to (i)
above, clarify responsibiliry for reviewing
potential applications;
111 . Develop guidelines for advanced reactor
demonstrations to support the review
process; and
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tv. Provide or develop guidelines for prototype
plant regulation (as defined in 10 CFR 50.2
and referenced in 10 CFR 50.43(e)) and
conversion to commercial operation.
(See Section VB for further detail.)
9. The NRC should continue development
and execution of advanced reactor technology
knowledge management and training opportunities for NRC staff. Mid- and upper-level
managers should be included in these programs.
Funding will be needed to support chis. (See
Section VB for further detail.)

B. Policy
1. Congress should revise the NRC's budget structure so chat, instead of a 90% fee-based, 10%
public funding model, licensees and applicants
reimburse the NRC for activities related to their
regulation, with Congress funding other agencyrelated activities-including che development
of new regulations for advanced technologies,
R&D, international programs, and ocher initiatives not related to a specific licensee. The nuclear
fleet operating today was licensed by an NRC
that had been fully funded by Congress, before
the advent of current fee-recovery rules. Unlike
that earlier generation of reactors, licensing of
the APlOOOs now under construction has been
supported by substantial cost-shared funding from
DOE. To prepare for the licensing of advanced
reactors, the NRC faces a greater challenge that
will require consistent public fundi ng.
2. Congress should appropriate funds for the
NRC to prepare for advanced reactor licensing,
including but not limited to:
Development and implementation
of strategies to stage and expedite the
advanced reacto r licensing process;
• Development and implementation of a
risk-informed, performance-based licensi ng
framework for advanced non-light water
reactors;
Efforts to prepare the process of licensing
advanced demo nstration reactors; and
• Staff training or the hiring of experts .

• To expand available financial resources for
advanced reactor companies, Congress should
co ntinue to fund DOE to competitively award

grants for early efforts to license advanced
reactor companies, including bur not limited to:
• Pre-application engagement with the NRC;
• Developing a licensing project plan; and
• Applying fo r a statement of licensing feasibility or similar early-stage design review.
The DOE Gateway for Accelerated Innovation
in Nuclear (GAIN) initiative's small business
voucher program is one possible mechanism
for this.

C. Industry
Industry has an important role to play as a constructive participant in all of the above recommendations,
but also has primary responsibility for several actions:
1. Industry stakeholders should cooperate to
deliver a coordi nated message to the NRC
regarding technology-inclus ive advanced
reactor priorities.
2 . Prospective applicants should proactively
address the NRC's need for informatio n about
future projects by in forming che agency as
early as possible of their intent to request NRC
review. By capturing this information in regulatory issue summaries, the NRC will have a
stronger basis to support research, as well as
budgetary estimates and requests.
3. Industry should take a more active role in communicating with the NRC, DOE, and other
stakeholders on the challenges and opportunities associated with various advanced reactor
designs, including R&D priorities.
4. Working with appropriate research and standards
organizations, industry should pursue the development of codes, standards, and conventions
for advanced nuclear power.
We intend these recommendations to serve as
a foundation for appropriate deliberation and
prioritization and, soon after, decisive action
to improve the regulatory pathway for advanced
nuclear energy technologies. This is critically
important work that will enable society to capture the immense future benefits of advanced
nuclear power.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

ABWR

Advanced Boiling Water Reactor

ACRS
AEA

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (US)

NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

AEC
ALWR

Atomic Energy Commission , fore runner to the NRC and ERDA/ DOE

ANS
ASLB
ASME

American Nuclear Society

Advanced Light Water Reactor

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BLA

Biologics License Appl ication (FDA)

CBER
CDER
CDRH

Center for Bi ologics Evaluation and Research (FDA)

CFR
CNSC

Code of Federal Regulations (US)

COL
COLA

Combined Operating License (Pa rt 52 Appendix CJ (NRC)

CP

Construction Permit (Part 50) (NRC)

CPI

Certification Process Improvement (CPI) Guide (FAA)

DAC
OBA

Design Acceptance Confirmation (UK)

DC

Design Certification (Part 52 Appendix D) (NRC)

DCA

Design Certification Application (Part 52 Appendix D) (NRC)

DCRA

Design Centered Review Approach (NRC)

DOD
DOE
DSRS
EP
ERA
ERDA
ESP
ESPA
FAA
FDA
FOAK

Department of Defense (US)

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (FDA)
Center for Devices and Radiological Health (FDA)

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

Combined Operating License Application (Part 52 Appendix C) (NRC)

Design Basis Accidents (NRC)

Department of Energy (US)
Design Specific Review Standard (NRC)
Emergency Preparedness (NRC)
Energy Reorganization Act of 197 4 , which created ERDA and the NRC as successors to the AEC (US)
Energy Research and Development Administration , created by the ERA of 197 4 and forerunner to DOE (US)
Early Site Permit (Part 52 Appe ndi x A) (NRC)
Early Site Permit Application (Part 52 Appendix A) (NRC)
Federal Aviation Administration (US)
Food and Drug Administration (US)
First Of A Kind
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FSAR

Final Safety Analysis Report (N RC)

FSER

Final Safety Eval uation Report (N RC)

GAIN

Gateway for Acce lerated Innovation in Nuclear (DOE)

GAO

Government Accountability Office (US)

GOA

Generic Design Acceptance (UK)

GDC

General Design Criteria found in 10 CFR 50 , Appendix A (NRC)

HFE

Human Factors Engineering (NRC)

HRA

Human Reliability Assessment

l&C

Instrumentation & Controls (NRC)

IET

Integral Effects Test (NRC)

IND

lnvestigational New Drug application (FDA)

ITAAC

Inspections, Tests , Analyses, and Acceptance Criteri a (N RC )

JCNRM

Joint Committee on Nuclear Risk Management (US)

LPP

Li cens ing Project Plan

NOA

New Drug Application (FDA)

NEI

Nuclear Engineering Institute

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (US)

NGNP

Next Generation Nuclear Plant

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US)

NSCA

Nuclear Safety and Control Act (Canada)

NU REG

NRC-published reports or brochures on regulatory decisions, on the results of research and incident investigations , and on other technical and administrative matters (acronym is derived from " nuclear regulation ")

OL

Operating Li ce nse (Part 50) (NRC)

ONR

Office of Nuclea r Regu lation (UK)

Part 50/
Part 52

Titl e 10 of the US Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50 or 52

PIRT

Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (NRC)

PRA

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

PSCP

Project-Specific Certification Plan (FAA)

PSP

Partnership for Safety Plan (FAA)

QA

Quality Assurance

RA

Regulatory Affairs

RAI

Request for Additi ona l Information (N RC )

R-COLA

Reference Combined Operating License Application (N RC )

RIPB

Risk-Informed Performance-Based

RIS

Regulatory Issue Summary

RTR

Research and Test Reactor

SAR

Safety Analysis Report (NRC)

S-COLA

Subsequent Combined Operating License Application (NRC)

SDA

Standard Design Approval (Part 52 Subpart E)

SECY

Memorandum to the Secretary of the Commission or the Commission from various NRC offices th at
report t o the Commi ssion

SER

Safety Evaluation Report (NRC)

SET

Separate Effects Test (NRC)

SMR

Small Modular Reactor

SRM

Staff Requirements Memorandum from the Commission to NRC Staff

SSC

Systems, Structures, and Components (NRC )

TR

Topical Report (NRC)

VDR

Vendor Design Review (Canada)
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APPENDIX A
The Advanced Reactor Development and Deployment Process

T

HE LICENSING

PROCESS

FOR

advanced reactors cannot be considered
in a vacuum. The introduction of stages
to advanced reactor licensing will be most
effective if those stages are coordinated with appropriate phases in the design, development, deployment, and investment process (put simply, the
development process) for those reactors. Conversely,
a more orderly and thoughtful execution of phases
and coordination of stakeholders in the development
process would serve to expedite the deployment
of advanced reactors, particularly if steps in that
process were coordinated with staged licensing.
This appendix sets forth a simplified representation of the development and deployment timeline,
as well as key stakeholder relationships. It also
provides a conceptual layout of the major program
phases, emphasizing the possibilities for more
effective "alignment"-that is, close coordinationof stakeho lder interests. Details of a staged licensing
ap proach are discussed in Chapter N; this appendix provides context by describing how staged
licensing fits into the overall project development
process. A central theme in this report is the need
for early planning and collaboration among stakeholders, so that the parties can develop an execution
plan that accounts for all stages in the development
(and licensing) process. This appendix provides
examples of how early coordination resolves key
issues sooner and more rapidly.

A. Development Process Stakeholder
Timelines
The current duration and cost of the design, licensing,
and delivery process for new reactor designs and
specific projects is both uncertain and far too

lengthy. To fully appreciate the complexity and
interrelationships of the major phases and types of
stakeholders, Figure IX- 1 (p. 63) is a representation
of the current overall development and deployment
cycle for an advanced light water reactor (ALWR).
This reflects a composite of the various major
activities that must be completed to bring a firstof-a-kind (FOAK) reactor design from the preconceptual stage to full operation. The stakeholder
groups include investors, designers, regulators,
builders, operators, owners, and the public, and
were chosen to represent the wide range of institutions and entities that typically participate in
a FOAK program. All have differing time frames
with regard to interest, motivation, and risk
tolerance.
The stakeholders' primary activities are as
follows:
• Finance,
• Design,
• Licensing,
• Construction,
• Plant testing,
• Operations, and
• Public participation .
The sub-activities in Figure IX-1 (p. 63) reflect practices and expectations observed in the NRC's current licensing process, described in 10 CFR Part 52.
Extrapolating averages from publicly available data,
actual experience with certain existing ALWR designs
would generate timelines exceeding three decades, if
all listed activities were completed. A major driver
of th is protracted development timeline is the wide
variation in outcomes that arise from prolonged
NRC review, further extended by the applicant's
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effort to resolve the issues that the NRC has raised.
Delays are also caused by unsteady funding, mothballing and reactivation decisions by plant owners
(e.g., Watts Bar Unit 2), poor design execution
and integration , failure to incorporate construction
methods into design, and fai lure of the owner to
adequately prepare for operation. The historical
evidence suggests that every stakeholder, at one time
or another, has negatively affected the development
cycle. Lack of alignment on major decisions can
result in a nearly continuous series of unanticipated
or poorly timed actions that lead to delay.
It is clear from past experience that the need
to institute clear phases with discrete risk reduction
does not solely apply to nuclear regu lators. All
stakeholders would benefit from a more organized
development process. The benefits flow outward:
efficient alignment of the regulatory and private
development processes would enable faste r commercialization and deployment of nuclear technologies, which in tum would address a growing global
need for clean , reliable energy.

B. Reducing Program Risk
The prospects for advanced nuclear technology
will be bleak if the delays historical ly associated
with nuclear energy development persist.
Fortunately, the adoption of logical program
phases can increase alignment of stakeholder expectations, enhance coordination, and help to reduce
delays. Figure IX-2 (p. 64) illustrates one possible
phase delineation that strengthens coordination of
financing, design , licensing, construction, testing,
owner operation, and public partici pation. Concrete
phases with defined outcomes will enable parties to
more easily make rational lo ng-term co mmi tments
to the program. As a result, the time frame from
co nceptual ization to full operation can be shortened appreciably. The following phases are
recommended:
1. Conceptualization: Initial phase of reactor
co ncept develop ment and start of functional
design. Includes proof-of-principle testing
in integrated and separate effects facil ities.
By the end of the stage, fo rmal engagement
with the NRC has been initiated.
2. Licensability: The transition from conceptualization to fully developed organization of design
and licensing products, focusing on functional
design, preliminary safety analysis, and licensing.
An agreed-upon NRC pre-application program

scope and schedule-as well as a preliminary
licensing project plan (LPP), as described in
Section IV.A-are in place. This could include
an optional statement of licensing feasibility.
At the end of this phase, initial topical reports
shou ld be under review, with some approved .
The design stage should be progressing from
functional design and the completion of
design trade-off studies to the physical design
of nuclear systems and structures.
3. Technology Approval: At this point, the NRC
receives additional topical reports and possibly
a standard design approval (SDA) application
for "a major portion" of the common standardized design. This initiates the first phase of the
integrated review process that precedes DCA
and COLA submittals (or that could be inco rporated by reference in a Part 50 ap plication).
The DCA, if applicable, is then submitted,
referencing the SDA. This completes the description of the standard design to be certified.
4 . Project-Specific Approval: The site-specific
submittal and review of an application to build
a plant. This would incl ude submittal of a
COLA, ESP (if desired), or a C P.
5. Construction Period: The period during which
equipment is manufact ured (e.g., factory fab rication of major assem blies, as well as individual
components and parts) and the plant is constructed, consistent with the approved C OL o r
CP. If a Part 50 approach had been taken, this
period also would include submittal and review
of the FSAR, followed by the OL hearing.
6 . Licensed Operation: The period enco mpassing
license issuance, delivery of fuel to the site,
initial fuel loading, start-up of the nuclear
unit, and testing operations.
7. Commercial Operation: The operating period
that fo llows satisfact io n of all initial testing and
operational condi tions of the license.
Retrospective redefinition of existing phases cannot
by itself address the lack of coordination that hampers the prospects of future advanced reactor develo pment. However, the process can be expedited
by changing the way in which key stakeholders
perform and align their portions of the work.
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C. Enhancing Stakeholder Alignment
To confirm the value of establishing and describing
clearer program phases, it is helpful to understand
the needs and interdependencies of the various
stakeholders. Provided below are relevant examples
of the types of issues that in the past have interfered
with stakeholder alignment and coordination.
1. DESIGN AND LICENSING ALIGNMENT

To proceed effectively, designers and engineers
must possess a clear understanding of their program
objectives, technology choices, regulatory constraints,
and prospective user needs. Historically, license applications were submitted late in the development
process, often when the design work was nearing
completion. As a result, licensing deliverables and
design development proceeded as sequential, rather
than parallel, objectives-sometimes requiring design
changes in areas that had been misunderstood or
overlooked. This negatively affected cost, schedule,
and technical choices. To avoid this result, the
applicant must receive clear guidance from the
outset concerning the regulator's expectations.
This is particularly important-but also particu larly
hard to obtain-for advanced designs that have
not yet been licensed.
For the NRC to undertake licensing review in
an efficient and timely way, the applicant must give
the agency advance notice of any new technologies,
analytical methods, materials, and approaches that
the applicant intends to rely on. NRC staff also needs
access to a sufficiently detailed design and schedule
to plan for needed reviews- including reviews, if
any, by outside experts. As part of the process, the
applicant should identify any gaps it perceives in
the existing regulatory framework. The agency should
do the same, while also assessing the adequacy
of existing resources.
2 . FI NANCIAL AND PROGRAM ALIGNMENT

A variety of financial stakeholders participate in
the creation of a new nuclear plant. To support its
decision to invest, each stakeholder requires reasonable assurance of success. When integrated program
milestones provide clear entrance and exit points,
investors are better able to make rational decisions
on whether to move forward.
To avoid uncertainty and disruption , the development plan and program require continuous, or at

least predictable, funding. Identifying explicit deliverables along the development timeline is critical
to establishing program credibility and attracting
progressively larger investment, consistent with
efficient capitalization.
Early venture capital creates value in the developer's portfolio of intellectual property rights and
previously completed work. This can produce a
financial return: (i) when the developer, as a standalone entity, is sold to a later-stage funder; (ii) when
the developer is taken public to benefit its original
owners; or (iii) when the developer garners substantial additional private or government investment
to support subsequent, increasingly more capitalintensive project phases. To assure program continuity, government funding often is essential- as
much to signal political support as financial commitment. As with any emergent, capital-intensive
technology, government policy can have a strong
impact on progress and ultimate viability.
At some point, development progress must
be sufficient to attract commitment from a public
utility or similar end-use investor. But even before
that, licensing progress acts as a critical indicator of
on-time delivery and, thus, serves as a magnet for
initial or continuing investment. In sum, licensing
progress is as important as progress in the design
delivery program-but even more so is their
alignment and coordination.
3 . OWNER/ OPERATOR AND DEVELOPER
PROGRAM ALIGNMENT

The ultimate owner/operator must maintain a substantial internal development program to assure its
readiness to operate the completed nuclear facility.
In addition to possessing sufficient project management capacity to support construction or on-site
assembly, the owner/operator must assemble NRClicensed programs for operations and maintenance,
public engagement, and emergency response. All
of these programs tend to be interdependent, but
the operation and maintenance program is particularly dependent on faci lity design. There, procedures
and staff training will require close coordination
with the overall design of the plant. I&C design ,
HFE design, and simulator fidelity, for example,
need to be carefully coordinated and completed
in a time frame that strengthens initial licensed
operator training.
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4. PUBLIC AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
ALIGNMENT

Early, extensive, and continuous public outreach
and involvement begins in the earliest phases of the
development program. Generally, final responsibility for public outreach rests with the owner/operator.
However, before an owner/operator has been identified, the vendor performs this task. At the federal
level, the preparation, review, and approval of an

early site permit (ESP) is a meaningful way to
attract early public involvement.
Similar points of coordination among the site
owner, the NRC, and state and local regulatory
agencies should be described in the licensing project
plan (see Section IVA). This will provide an opportunity for state and local regulators to review the
proposed technology and discuss their own
requirements.
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APPENDIX B
The Legal Context

This appendix provides the specific legal context
that supports this report's recommendations and
conclusions. It addresses (i) legal requirements
for the development of a reacto r; (ii) differences
and similarities in the regulation of existing and
advanced commercial reactors; and (iii) licensing
prototype, demonstration , research, and test
reactors.

AEA §101 and §102 provide that a license is

required for any person to manufacture, produce,
transfer, acquire, possess, use, import, or export
any reactor. Any reactor to be used for industrial
or commercial purposes must be licensed pursuant
to AEA §103. Reactor licenses for medical therapy
and R&D are issued pursuant to § 104.
AEA §103 authorizes the NRC- under the terms

Legal Requirements for the Development
of a Reactor
The controlling statutes are the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended (AEA), and the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 (ERA). The NRC has
broad discretion under the AEA to establish safety/
security and licensing standards for industrial and
commercial, medical therapy, and research and
development reactors, and to establish licensing/
administrative processes for agency reviews,
hearings, and public input and participation.

Significant Atomic Energy Act and
Energy Reorganization Act Sections
AEA §31 stipulates that the Commission is to

ensure the continued conduct of research and
development, and training in the theory and production of nuclear energy. Currently, after the
division of the AEA's responsibilities between the
NRC and DOE, DOE is charged with ensuring the
conduct of research and development, and training
in the theory and production of nuclear energy,
while the NRC is authorized to conduct research
and development, and training in the theory and
production of nuclear energy as needed for safety
and security regulation.

of an agreement for cooperation (a "123 agreement")
-to issue licenses to persons applying to manufacture, produce, acquire, possess, use, import, or
export any reactor for industrial or commercial
purposes.
Applicants must be equipped and agree to
follow all standards to protect health and safety,
and to promote the common defense and security,
and they must provide the NRC with all related
information it deems necessary. Each §103 license
is to be issued for a specified period not to exceed
40 years from the date of authorization, although
it may be renewed. An advanced reactor developed
for commercial or industrial purposes-for example,
the generation of power for sale- would be licensed
under AEA §103.
AEA §103b. establishes the fundamental standards

for commercial reacto r licensing: to protect health
and minimize danger to life or property, to promote
the common defense and security, and to protect
the health and safety of the public.
AEA §104 authorizes the Commission to issue

reactor licenses for medical therapy, and research
and development ("Class 104" licenses). These
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R&D reactors should not be confused with certain
DOE research and test reactors (e.g., chose located
at certain national laboratories) , which are not
regulated by the NRC and are not "demonstration
reactors" subject to NRC licensing and regulation
under ERA §202.
AEA §104b. provides licenses "for utilization and

production facilities for industrial and commercial
purposes."

ERA §202(2) establishes chat the NRC maintains
the authority to regulate all demonstration reactors
(except chose in existence prior to the ERA's enactment) "when operated as part of the power generation
facilities of an electric utility system, or when operated in any ocher manner for the purpose of demonstrating the suitability for commercial application
of such a reactor," including chose owned and
operated by DOE.

Implementing Regulations
AEA §104c. considers "utilization and production

faci lities useful in the conduct of research and development activities of the types specified in section
31 and which are not facilities of the type specified
in subsection 104b."
AEA §182 provides the Commission with broad

powers to request and obtain all information it
deems necessary for licensing and regulation.
AEA §185 establishes the license application

processes, now commonly referred to as Parts 50
and 52 (see below, 10 CFR Pare 50 and 10 CFR
Part 52).
AEA §189 establishes the procedures for hearings
and judicial review. The NRC must grant a hearing
at the request of any person whose interest may be
affected. Hearings are mandatory for issuance of
construction authorization (CP or COL), and an
opportunity for a hearing must be provided before
operation is authorized or commences.

The reactor licensing and oversight requirements of
the AEA are implemented by regulations and orders
developed over time by the AEC and the NRC.
The NRC may specify the information chat an applicant must provide for licens ing. The agency is
authorized to combine licenses; to incorporate earlier
findings, information contained in previous applications, statements, or reports; and to build on previous submittals (e.g., topical reports). The primary
regulations specifically applicable to reactor licensing are set forth in 10 CFR Parts 50 and 52.
Ocher requirements and processes central
to reactor licensing and oversight are found in the
following sections, among ochers: 10 CFR Parts 2
(domestic licensing proceedings), 20 (standards
for protection against radiation), 21 (reporting of
defects and noncompliance), 51 (environmental
protection), 55 (operators' licenses), 100 (reactor
site criteria), 140 (financial protection requirements
and indemnity agreements) , 170 (fees for licenses
and ocher regulatory services), and 171 (ann ual fees).
10 CFR Part 50 establishes the two-step licensing

ERA §2 defines the separation of functions and au-

thorities of the original Atomic Energy Commission. ERDA (now, DOE) maintains authority and
responsibility for military aspects of ato mic energy,
as well as for research and development, and promotion of all forms of energy for commercial and
industrial purposes. The NRC maintains authority
and responsibility for licensing and regulation of
the non-military production and use of atomic energy, as well as possession and use of AEA materials
(source material, byproduct material, and special
nuclear material).
ERA §103 conveys to DOE responsibility for,

among ocher things, the research and development
of nuclear energy sources, and the demonstration
of their commercial feasibility and practical
applications.

program-construction permit (CP) followed by
operating license (OL)-envisioned in the AEA. It
is oriented to light-water reactors, but is not limited
to any one type of reactor technology. The AEA
requires a mandatory adjudicatory hearing (even
if no one whose interest may be affected requests
one) before issuing a COL.
§ 50. 12 permits the Commission to grant
a specific exemption from the regulations, if (i)
special circumstances, as defined in 50.12, are shown
to exist; (ii) the exemption is in accordance with law;
(iii) it will not present an undue risk to the public
health and safety; and (iv) it is consistent with the
common defense and security.
§ 50. 21 defines the types of medical therapy,
and research and development facilities chat can
be granted Class 104 licenses.
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§ 50. 22 stares rhar a Class 103 license (for a
commercial facility) is ro be issued ro a reactor for
which more than half rhe annual cost of owning/
operating the faci lity is allocated to the sale or
commercial distribution of energy or other
products, or the sale of services.
Under Parr 50, a complete design is reviewed
and a CP issued. When construction is completed
in compliance with the CP, an OL wi ll be issued.

commercial operation before April 1989, 10 CFR
50.43(e)'s requirements for the demonstration of
safety features (i.e., analyses, testing, experience, a
combination thereof, or acceptable performance of
a prototype plant) must be met. The SDA process
under 10 CFR Part 52 is currently in place and
useable, and the NRC has stated that it expects
advanced reactor designs ro follow it "as is."

10 CFR Part 52 combines the rwo steps of Parr 50

Adequate Protection of Health
and Safety

inro a combined license (COL). Ir includes definitions of prototype plants and resting facilities, and
governs rhe issuance of early sire permits (ESPs),
standard design certifications (DCs) , and standard
design approvals (SDAs).
Subpart B defines a standard design certification
(DC) as a nuclear reactor design embodied in a
rule developed through the federal Administrative
Procedures Act's traditional notice and comment
rulemaking process. A DC wi ll nor be modified
or changed by the Commission except in specified
circumstances. The AEA does not require a hearing
for issuance of a DC, altho ugh an enviro nmental
assessment is required.
Subpart C defines a combined license (COL),
which can be thought of as a "one-and-a-half step"
process. Ir serves as a construction permit and
assures subsequent authorization to operate, if
construction is adequate. The COL may reference
a DC, SDA, or an early site permit (ESP). The AEA
requires an adjudicatory hearing (even if no one
whose interest may be affected requests one) before
issuing a COL. A seco nd proceeding (possibly a
legislative-style "hearing") may be held to consider operating authorization after construction
is completed.
Subpart E defines standard design approval
(SDA) as a review of a final standard design or a
"major portion" thereof. It is, in essence, an NRC
staff statement regarding the licensability of the
design, but not a commitment ro issue a permit or
license. An SDA is effective for 15 years, but may
not be renewed. The SDA application does not
trigger the hearing process and is not binding
on the Commission.
Note that, where the proposed standard design
differs significantly from the light water reactor
designs of plants that were licensed and entered

The AEA uses various terms ("not inimical ro the
health and safety of the public"; "protect health" ;
"adequate protection"; "reasonable assurance of adequate protection") ro establish regulatory standards
for safety requirements. The US Supreme Court has
used the phrase "adequate protection" ro describe
the statutory benchmark. As authorized by the AEA,
the NRC's application of its scientific and technical
judgment to regulations and guidance further specifies that the "adequate protection" standard encompasses a level of safety sufficient for adequate
protection of public health and safety, and the
common defense and security.
Although current regulations and guidance do
nor completely describe the acceptance criteria for
non-light water reactor designs, rhe NRC has determined rhar its current reactor licensing regulations
are adequate for conducting reviews of advanced
reactor applications. In exercising its licensing authority, the NRC has the discretion to determine-on
a case-by-case basis, using its expert engineering
and scientific judgment-what constitutes adequate
protection; recently, it stared rhar ir intends ro do
so via an exemption process initiated by advanced
reactor applicants. 72
Environmental review is required at various
stages of the licensing process. The environmental
review process for new reactors grows progressively
more rigorous as development advances towards
the siting of a reactor. There are no environmental
review requirements for an SDA. Specified environmental reviews must be conducted for the DC
(which requires, at least, an environmental assessment (EA)), with more rigorous, sire-specific reviews
(including rhe preparation of an environmental
impact statement (EIS)) undertaken for ESPs,
CPs, OLs, and COLs. These reviews are rhe responsibility of the NRC, but the Commission requires

72 Written Statement to the Subcommittee on Energy of the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, July 29, 2015, at 4-5,
see http:!lwww.nrc.gov/about-nrclorganizatio11/commission/comm-stephen-burnslburm-07292015-testimony.pdf).
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that the applicant prepare an environmental report
(ER) encompassing the same information; the
more information that che applicant provides co
the NRC in its ER on copies co be addressed in the
NRC's EA/EIS, the more expeditious it can expect
che license ap plication process co be.

via Part 50 or Part 52. For example, SDAs and topical
reports can easily be applied co non-light water
technologies and small modular reactor (SMR)
designs. The need for exemptions from existing
regulations has been recognized and exemptions
may be granted, if it can be shown that the regulation does not apply to the advanced reactor design.

Statement of Licensing Feasibility
For SDAs, che manner in which che required findings are expressed-"whecher or not the design
is acceptable, subject co appropriate terms and conditions"- clearly implies that, in essence, che NRC
staff will be looking for compliance with che basic
licensing standards sec forth in 10 CFR Parts 20,
50, 73, and 100. This should be seen as a conditional
finding of licensability and thus influential with the
Commission, but it does not constitute a commitment to issue a permit or license. As a result, it does
not bind the Commission or adjudicatory boards.
A statement of licensing feasi bility or a finding
of no major impediments co licensing can be, and
has been, issued under current rules. Developing
a process analogous co the CNSC's VDR Phase 1
will require Commission policy decisions, at a
minimum.

NRC Fee Recovery
The NRC is required by Congress, pursuant to
Section 6101 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, co recover approximately 90%
of its budget through fees . These fees are assessed
in accordance with 10 CFR Parts 170 and 17 1.
Part 170 assesses fees for regularory services (reviews,
inspections, and evaluations), while Part 171 assesses
annual fees on entities holding licenses and permits.
Fee valuations are set annually in a formal rulemaking and , as noted, are designed co recover
some nine-tenths of the agency's budget.

Regulation of Non-Light Water Reactors
In creating regulatory avenues, the AEA itself generally expresses no preference for light water over
non-light water technology. In view of the commercial (primarily power) reactor industry's development path , che AEC/NRC has focused mainly
on light water reactors. Nonetheless, the agency
has some experience with non-light water reactors.
For the most part, these have been reviewed on a
case-by-case basis (e.g., Peach Bottom 1 and Ft.
Sc. Vrain (gas cooled, graphite moderated) and
the Clinch River breeder reacror (liquid metal)).
The NRC has indicated that it expects advanced
reactors co follow similar review pathways-namely,

Standard Design Approvals
Any person (e.g., vendor, future applicant for a
design certification or reactor license, etc.) may file
an application for standard design approval (SDA)
of a proposed nuclear reactor under Subpart E of
10 CFR Part 52. The application may cover the
entire proposed reactor or a "major portion" of it.
At the conclusion of the NRC staff's review
of an application for approval of a standard reactor
design (applying 10 CFR Part 52 Subpart EStandard Design Approvals), the staff will issue a
final safety evaluation report (FSER). If the FSER
demonstrates that the design is acceptable, the staff,
if requested, may issue a final design approval with
appropriate terms and conditions. An applicant
for a construction permit filed under 10 CFR Part
50 or a combined license filed under Subpart C of
10 CFR Part 52 may reference the FDA in chose
applications.
Notably, although standard design approvals
require ACRS review, they do not require an adjudicatory hearing or Commission review, and are
categorically excluded from environmental review.
The design approval occurs at the staff level. le provides an indication of the licensability of the design , and is "fi nal" insofar as the same design/major
portion cannot be re-reviewed by the staff or
ACRS, unless significant new information comes co
light. An SDA is not binding on the Commission
or adjudicatory boards.
An SDA is valid for 15 yea rs and cannot be
renewed. It continues beyond that period for the
duration of any related proceeding docketed before
its expiration. The SDA process is in place and
usable "as is" under existing NRC regulatio ns,
and can become part of a staged licensing process
without the need for agency rulemaking.

Topical Reports
An important part of a staged licensing approach
involves topical reporcs (TRs). TRs are a supplemental mechanism co document and obtain NRC
staff approval of technical nuclear plant safety
copies in advance of, in parallel with, or even after
che submittal of an SDA, DC, or COL application .
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A TR can involve a proposed analytical methodology,
an SSC design, SSC performance testing, operational
requirements, or other safety-related subjects. TR
approval can be referenced in the desired licensing
action application.
Typically, a TR is expected to be referenced by
multiple licensees in multiple requests for licensing
action, but TRs also are frequently used to protect
proprietary information. In all cases, a TR must
address a specific safety-related subject and contain
complete and detailed information , thus increasing
the efficacy of the NRC's review of future applications that reference the report. No environmental
reviews are associated with TRs.
As the process exists today, the use of topical
(and technical 73 ) reports does not require formal
rulemaking, but their use in creating a more structured (i.e. , staged) licensing process would require
substantial interaction with NRC staff. Such a
process would call for submittal sequences and
schedules, staff review timetables, and structured
resource allocation. Implementing these changes
would likely require staff consultation with the
Commission. 74

Exemptions
The NRC itself has indicated that it will use an
"exemption" approach to establish the regulatory
framework for advanced reactors if specific regulations do not suffice. Generally, this case-by-case
method of setting design requirements and criteria
is expected to provide adequate protection. In the
specific area of emergency preparedness (EP), the
NRC has indicated that it will consider modifying
parts of the EP requirements applicable to large
power reactors to apply to small modular reactors
(SMRs).
For a DC, the exemptions will be incorporated
into the DC rule. For a CP or OL under Part 50,
and a COL under Part 52, the exemptions will be
written into the license requirements by means of
a license condition. For example, a COL applicant

contending that specified regulations do not apply
to its advanced reactor design must seek an exemption from the regulation in question and must e
stablish that (i) the regulation as written does not
fit its design, and (ii) the alternative means of accomplishing a safety function in the context of its
design meets the intent of the regulation in question. This establishes a technical safety standard for
this particular design in lieu of the regulation from
which the exemption is sought. Typically, in such
exemption requests, the NRC publishes a notice
of proposed exemption, requests public comments
(a mini-rulemaking), and ap plies 10 CFR Part
51 to address the agency's obligations under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Public
comments can occur in conjunction with otherwise
required hearings.
This process replaces the application of specific
regulations, which in any event will be non-existent
for many parts of a non-light water reactor design.
Although this case-by-case process will be more
tedious, it is a legally sound and workable alternative.
The absence of regulations setting specific technical
standards for non-light water reactors constitutes
a limitation, but it is not a fatal one. A rulemaking
to set specific standards is not required.

Licensing Prototype, Demonstration,
Research, and Test Reactors
The basic standard is set by 10 CFR 50.43(e),
which states that an application for design certification (DC), a combined construction and operating license (COL), an operating license (OL) or
a manufacturing license that proposes a reactor
design that differs significantly from light water
reactors licensed before 1997 will be approved only
if: (i)(A) the performance of each safety feature is
demonstrated through analyses, appropriate test
programs, and experience, or a combination of
them; (i)(B) interdependent effects are shown to be
acceptable by the same means; and (i)(C) sufficient
safety featu re data exist to assess the analytical

73 "Technical reports" may also be utilized during the pre-application or application period. These documents are similar to topical reports,
bur do nor receive a separate NRC safety evaluation report. They are, like topical reports, incorporated by reference into the application.
"White papers" are a form of pre-application documentation used to discuss a general topical area, provide context for an iss ue by reference to existing regulatory requirements or guidance, or propose a strategy to address a specific issue.
74 NRC Chairman Stephen G . Burns has recently indicated in a speech and in a July 29, 2015 written statement to rhe Subcommittee on
Energy of the U .S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, that, although the NRC is generally supportive of and receptive to the idea of moving forward with a regulatory framework for advanced reactors, the agency will "be able to optim ize its planning
processes and resource expenditures to conduct licensing reviews when a complete and technically sufficient non-LWR application is
presen ted for consideration ." Written Statement, at 6 (see http:llwww.11rc.gov/11bout-11rclorg1111izatio11/commissio11/comm-stephen-burnslbums07292015-testimo11y.pdj) . From this, it may readily be inferred that any move by NRC staff to devote significant resources to early
advanced reactor design assessment wou ld require staff consultation with the Commission.
77 See page 3 of http:llwww.11rc.gov/11bout-nrclorg11nizatio11/commissio11/comm-stephen-burnslbums-07292015-testimony.pdf
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cools used in safety analyses over a sufficient range
of normal operating conditions, transients, and
accident conditions; or (ii) there has been acceptable testing of a prototype co demonstrate (i)(A)(i)(C) above.
As a result, advanced reactor applicants must
identify those structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) that require research and development to
confirm their adequacy, and provide a description
of and schedule for the R&D program that will
resolve safety questions (10 CFR 50.34(a)(8)).
Before authorized co operate, the applicant must
provide a description and evaluation of the results
of the R&D programs co demonstrate that identified safety issues have been resolved (10 CFR
50.54(b)(5)). As noted, the NRC's experience has
focused on light water reactors, but there is no
restriction on the type of reactor technology for
which a license can be sought or granted. R&D
reactors are licensed by the NRC. If licensed under
AEA § 104c. (research-oriented but not commercial), they are to be subject to no more than the
minimum level of regulation that, in the NRC's
view, will permit the Commission to promote the
common defense and security, and protect public
health and safety.
The responsibility for oversight throughout
the R&D process is shared between the NRC and
DOE. DOE makes arrangements for the conduct
of research and development activities relating ro
nuclear processes for purposes chat include "industrial and commercial uses, the generation of useable
energy, and the demonstration of advances in commercial or industrial applications of atomic energy." 75
In its energy development role, DOE alone was
given the authority to use its own facilities to conduct research "for others." 76 If DOE determines
that private facilities or laboratories are inadequate,
and that DO E's facilities, or scientific or technical
resources have the potential co provide significant
assistance to others involved in protecting public
health and safety, DOE may also assist at its own
facilities by conducting research and development,
training activities, or studies.
The NRC, on the other hand, is authorized
to issue licenses for reactors for industrial or commercial purposes, as well as licenses for reactors
for medical therapy and for industrial/commercial

R&D (known as research and test reactors, or RTRs).
ERA §202(2)'s definition of "demonstration" reactor includes the type of prototypes over which the
agency exercises regulatory and licensing authority.
However, the NRC would not have authority
over reactors located at DOE-owned facilities that
collect data for research , test fuels , or test materials.
ERA §202(2) specifies that the NRC exercises
licensing and related regulatory authority over
demonstration nuclear reactors, except (i) those that
existed on the effective date of the ERA Qanuary
19, 1975), (ii) when operated as part of the power
generation facilities of an electric utility system,
or (iii) when operated in any other manner for the
purpose of demonstrating the suitability for commercial application of such reactor. ERA §202(2)
clearly establishes that DOE reactors intended to
demonstrate the suitability of a reactor for commercial application must be licensed and regulated by
the NRC. However, DOE can avoid NRC licensing
and oversight by exercising its authority under AEA
§31 and §33 to find that private facilities or laboratories are inadequate for the types of studies and
activities (i) which are specified in AEA §31, and
(ii) which DOE deems appropriate to the development of energy resources. In such situations, DOE
may conduct such activities for others at its own
facilities. This may allow DOE to use those facilities (e.g., national laboratories) to perform studies,
irradiate fuel, and conduct other discrete tasksand to charge private parties for the work. This
provision may even allow DOE to construct and
operate a research-focused, non-power reactor co
assist in some aspects of the evaluation of related
systems and the development of supporting analysis
codes. If this work is not governed by ERA §202,
the NRC would not have the authority to license
or regulate DO E's research for others. On the other
hand, if DOE were co build and operate a demonstration reactor for commercial purposes-including the suitability for commercial use of advanced
reactor designs-its action would (i) appear on its
face to fall within the confines of ERA §202(2), and
(ii) require Congressional authorization clarifying
whether NRC licensing and oversight are required.
In sum, the extent to which DOE has sole
aurhority over commercial testing and use of
prototype and research reactors, and the extent to
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which the NRC has the authority to regulate those
reactors remains unclear.
Although the NRC suggests in 10 CFR 50.43(e)
that prototype testing may be required for certification of some advanced non-light wa ter reactor
designs, the NRC's regulations do not require the
use of a prototype plant for qualifica tion testing.
It may be possible to use existing test facilities or
reactors (e.g., reactors owned and operated by
DOE for R&D purposes)- and thus avoid the

need to seek authorization to construct and operate
a new facility-but such an approach would demand
careful planning, as well as incremental development
and testing. The written testimony of NRC Chairman Burns expresses the Commission's view that a
privately funded R&D reactor constructed and operated at a DOE site would fall within the NRC's
regulatory purview-"if such a facility would likely
be used ultimately as a basis for commercial power
reactor technologies." 77

77 See page 3 of http:llwww.nrc.gov/about-nrclorganizationlcommissionlcomm-stephen-burmlburns-07292015-testimony.pdf
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The purpose of this report is to propose strategies that facilitate the efficient ,
cost-effective , and predictable licensing of advanced nuclear power plants in the United States.
These are nuclear plants that would generate clean , safe , sustainable , reliable , affordable,
and proliferation-resistant energy through the use of innovative technologies , and that
would improve the qua lity of our lives and the health of our environment.

Recommendations include the establishment of discrete stages for enhanced project
risk management and , where appropriate , the use of risk-informed and performance-based
techniques. Implementation of these and other policy changes will enable society to
capture the immense future benefits of advanced nuclear power.
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